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Abstract
High efficiency, directive antennas are required for the application of high-power
microwave (HPM) technology. The focus of this thesis is on designing slotted-array
structures that include both feed networks and radiating elements. The methodology
is to use the High Frequency Structure Simulation (HFSS)1 software package, which
employs the finite element method (FEM). The chosen system configuration features
several phase-locked HPM sources with waveguide outputs, the feeding structure,
and the antenna. Special consideration is given to the possible integration onto a
ground-mobile platform. Both traveling-wave and resonant antennas are considered.
The array designs utilize WR-975 waveguide as the transmission structure for ease
of fabrication and repairability. Both corporate-feed and separate-feed networks are
simulated. The relevant slotted-array theory, design, and simulation are discussed.
The arrays are simulated from sub-array to full array and a design tree is presented.
1

c Ansoft Corporation, 2006
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The goal is to further the understanding of computer-aided design simulation and to
provide a design tree that will be used to evaluate design alternatives appropriate
for particular HPM applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Problem Overview

The development of high-powered, land-mobile microwave systems has long been a
focus of research in many countries. Applications of these systems have included
ground based radars, jammers, and communications platforms. Recently, vehicle
mounted microwave systems have been designed for high-power microwave (HPM)
applications such as Active Denial.[12] Although each application demands different
specifications, the various types of HPM technology share a universal requirement:
Transmitting sufficient microwave energy density to a given range in order to create
a desired effect. Quantitatively, this requirement is defined by the effective radiated
power (ERP) equation. This equation is equal to the power supplied to an antenna
multiplied by the total antenna gain.[13] The two degrees of freedom in the ERP
equation allow for a dual-tracked design process to maximize the radiated power.
This thesis tackles the ERP equation by focusing on the radiative structure in an
HPM system. The radiative structure consists of the feed network and the antenna.
Various design options are presented which maximize feed and radiated power ef-
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ficiency while considering tactical limitations such as size, appearance, durability,
and safety. The performance benchmarks used are for at least 25dBi of antenna
gain, greater than 85% radiation efficiency, a fan-beam shape 10◦ in the plane of the
antenna, and a far-field boundary of less than 25 meters. These parameters are generalized, optimal standards for a generic HPM system which may have long or short
operating ranges. In addition, operational details such as bandwidth, beamwidth,
side lobe level, and polarization data are presented for each design. Moreover, detailed descriptions and comparisons are conducted between the designs. The longer
wavelengths of the ISM band coupled with the size limitations of mobile platforms
suggests that the focus of this research be on the off-axis performance of the antennas. In this way, the antenna structure can be incorporated into the vehicle while
illuminating the desired pattern. This information is summarized in a design tree
which lists the trade-offs of each radiating structure.
Summary of Purpose:
The goal of this thesis is to provide a design tree that can assist in the selection of
a feed structure and antenna type for certain HPM applications. Various designs
are simulated and analyzed using the HFSS architecture. These designs are summarized in an appendix for ease of reference. The first simulations cover three feed
techniques. Next, four main antenna types are modeled. Finally, combined feed and
antenna structures are presented. This order of simulation and analysis follows the
flow of power in the system allowing a step-by-step breakdown of the problem.

The center frequency used for the simulations is 915MHz. This lies in the center
of the lower ISM band of frequencies (902-928MHz) and is useful as an operating
frequency for prototype testing. In the event that an actual system requires a higher
frequency than the ISM band, the structures can be lambda-scaled to the appropriate frequency (without regard to resulting changes in loss). All designs feature
bandwidth data resulting from frequency sweeps of the designs.
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1.2

Thesis Outline

This thesis has been divided into 5 chapters. The first chapter defines the problem
for the reader. In addition, it provides an overview of what methods will be utilized
in the development of possible solutions.
Chapter 2 begins with a thorough explanation of the development of leaky wave
and resonant array antennas. In addition, it covers the basic theory of the ERP
equation, antenna gain, and slot antenna theory.
Chapter 3 presents the feed network designs in two sections. The designs include
corporate and separate feeds. The results for each simulation are shown in this
chapter.
Chapter 4 includes the analysis of the antenna design and is split into three
sections covering pyramidal horns, leaky traveling wave shunt slot antenna arrays,
leaky traveling wave series slot antenna arrays, and resonant slotted arrays. The four
different antenna types are examined through simulation in each section.
Chapter 5 summarizes the power combination and antenna designs. It also looks
briefly at future work in this field and ends with concluding remarks.
Appendix A contains an overview of the various radiative structure designs. Each
design is modified based on the design tree choices and the simulated results are
shown.
Appendix B includes the results of simulations designed to reduce the diffraction
back lobe present in the slotted array simulations.
Appendix C contains the results of several simulations not previously discussed
in the text.
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1.3

Background of HPM System Design

Figure 1–1: An HPM system block diagram from pulsed power source to target,
excerpted from [1].

The amount of power delivered to a target by an HPM system is governed by
several stages of design. First, a high voltage pulsed power supply is employed
to generate the voltage and current required by the microwave source. A Marx
generator and pulse forming are typically employed for this purpose. In its most
simplified form, the former consists of high voltage capacitors in a parallel charge,
series discharge configuration. Pulse forming networks or lines shape the pulse in
the time domain. Such pulsed power supplies are characterized by their size, weight,
cost, and complexity. Their design is often a tradeoff among these attributes. Indeed,
while a given power requirement is usually attainable given unlimited resources,
realistic applications demand compromises.
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The second stage of design is the narrow band microwave source which can be
composed of one or multiple tubes, such as coupled magnetrons, gyrotrons, klystrons,
or other microwave tubes.[1] These different source types may extract microwave
energy in different mode configurations, possibly complicating the feed structure.
Multiple sources are advantageous for microwave applications depending on the feed
network because they offer some redundancy. Attention must be paid to the breakdown characteristics of the radiative structures in order to suppress harmful arcing.
For the ERP equation to be maximized, the power must be efficiently coupled and
guided to the antenna.
The third stage of design is the feed network. This segment’s function is to
efficiently couple power and possibly to phase lock multiple sources. Phase locking
is necessary to ensure that the inputs of multiple sources are added constructively,
thus avoiding incoherence. Typically, this can be achieved with waveguide couplers.
This thesis assumes the use of multiple, phase locked sources, but does not model
the process. Power combination of multiple sources can occur in the far-field of the
antenna as well as in the feed. The former design is referred to in this text as a multisource, separate feed network to emphasize the power combination in free-space.
The latter design is cited as a multi-source, corporate feed network. Ultimately, the
fundamental requirement of power combining is to deliver the desired energy from
the microwave source to a target at a given range and within a given beam pattern
parameter set.
The fourth and final design stage is the antenna. The antenna’s purpose as a
radiating structure is to efficiently launch the guided microwave energy into freespace with high directivity only in the desired beam pattern. For HPM systems, an
antenna’s most important attributes are gain, aperture efficiency, directivity, power
handling capability, side-lobe performance, tactical suitability, and the associated
beam pattern in the far-field. Although arrays are not an absolute requirement,
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they offer high gain and are more practicable at the lower frequency microwave
bands. They reduce the risk of electrical breakdown by distributing the power among
several radiating elements. Common high average power antenna designs include
leaky waveguide arrays, resonant slotted arrays, and pyramidal horn arrays. Reflector
antennas are also used in existing systems. The tactical suitability of an antenna is
often judged by the size and prominence of the structure. Therefore, it is desirable
to design antennas that occupy the least amount of space and are as conformal as
possible.

1.4

Introduction to Proposed Methods

The design of radiative structures in the past has been a time consuming process.
With the arrival of increasingly powerful design programs for computers such as
Ansoft Corporation’s High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS)1, antenna and feed
network designs are increasingly easier to model and evaluate before a more costly
physical prototype is tested. The software models a structure electromagnetically,
and sweeps in frequency and returns measurements in the same way as vector network
analyzers (VNA). These measurements provide the phase and magnitude of the Sparameters. In addition, the software can calculate the far-field parameters that are
experimentally obtained by field probes. Using the finite element method (FEM),
HFSS simulates microwave components and compute numerous parameters quickly
using reasonable computing resources.[14, 15] In order to comprehend and accept
the methods used in the HFSS solver algorithms, it is beneficial to review the finite
element method as employed by HFSS.
HFSS Finite Element Method:
The finite element method is a process by which an electromagnetic problem can be
1

See http://ansoft.com/products/hf/hfss
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solved by numerically solving Maxwells equations subject to the relevant boundary
conditions. HFSS undertakes its solution process in several steps. First, the problem
space is discretized into finite elements, which in the case of HFSS means the volume
is broken up into interlocking tetrehedra known as the mesh. In a model using waveports, the modes defined on the port faces are computed as the supported modes of
an infinite waveguide having the same cross-sectional dimensions. A set of equations
defining the electromagnetic field profile in each tetrahedra is derived one mode at a
time. Next, the algorithm produces an associated S-matrix which takes into account
the reflections and transmissions in the mesh element.[16] These calculations are
followed by the combination of all the tetrahedral mesh elements together in the
volume. Finally, the HFSS engine solves the resulting set of simultaneous equations
to produce the final solution.[17]

Figure 1–2: The finite element tetrahedral mesh for a waveguide-T section with
septum

The solution setup allows for some user-interface which can help or hurt the solution process. The convergence threshold is an adjustable quantity that determines
when the adaptive mesh refinement iteration stops. This iteration successively improves the mesh grid by decreasing the size of elements in critical or compressed
areas. The default setting of the Delta-S parameter is 0.2, meaning that the iterations will continue until the S-matrix solutions change by no more than 0.2 from the
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previous iteration. One can manually set the iteration loop by inputting the desired
number of passes for convergence. If the answer has not converged in the set number
of passes, the simulation will halt without obtaining a sufficiently accurate answer.
Such results will exhibit error above the desired threshold. The adaptive options
of the solution setup menu enables the user to select the maximum refinement per
pass. If a previous pass did not meet the convergence requirements, the mesh must
be made finer and thus more tetrahedra should be added. The number of additional
tetrahedra expressed as a percentage of the current total is the definition of the maximum refinement. The minimum number of passes before a solution is acceptable
and the maximum number of converged passes before simulation completion are also
adjustable. Together, these settings determine the degree of accuracy required by
the user and correspondingly the time and computational effort to be spent in the
process.[16]

For the purposes of this study, an effort was undertaken to standardize the solution settings as much as possible so as to maintain an acceptable accuracy and
efficient computational effort. Because of the varying size and complexity of the
problems, the number of iterations needed to obtain a converged solution fluctuated.
Consequently, the only setting which was adjusted beyond the default was the maximum number of passes.
Test Example:
A first test example of this software is useful for demonstrating its worth. The
following simulation of a Narda 17dB (at 1.50GHz) pyramidal horn antenna was
performed and the results compared to the company’s data for verification. The
horn dimensions are given below.
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Narda 17dB
Horn Dimensions
a1 = 53.0 cm
b1 = 39.2 cm
ρe = 81.6 cm
ρh = 93.3 cm
pe = 62.1 cm
ph = 62.1 cm
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Figure 1–3: Pyramidal horn dimensions excerpted from Figure 13.18 in [2].

The computations were simplified by using the symmetries in the problem. Since
the pyramidal horn is symmetric in both the E-plane and H-plane, cuts were made
on the xz and yz-planes. These planar surfaces were then defined as perfect-E and
perfect-H symmetry boundaries respectively. The two symmetry planes allow the
problem to be more efficiently processed because of the reduced problem space. Simplifications of this sort are beneficial to processor time but are not essential.
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Figure 1–4a): The Narda 17dB horn model with a perfect-H symmetry boundary in
the yz-plane

Figure 1–4b): The Narda 17dB horn model with a perfect-E symmetry boundary in
the xz-plane

It is important to set the appropriate impedance multiplier for the boundary
when it is created. When only one perfect-E plane symmetry exists, an impedance
multiplier of 2.0 is needed since “only one-half of the voltage differential and one-half
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of the power flow can be computed by the system.”[18] On the other hand, perfectH plane symmetries create twice the expected power flow and the full potential
difference. The impedance calculation utilized for all the design simulations in this
p
study was Zvi . This is calculated using the equation Zvi = Zpi Zpv .[18] Using the
result from a single perfect-H symmetry, the impedance calculated would be twice
the actual value. Thus, the perfect-H symmetry requires a compensation of 0.5 for
the impedance multiplier. When both perfect-E and H symmetries exist as in the
case of a symmetric pyramidal horn antenna, the impedance multipliers for both
boundaries remain at the default value of 1.0 because of cancellation.
When creating the input excitation in the waveguide, the line of integration
is selected so as to establish the correct mode propagating in the waveguide. All
problems in this study assumed a T E10 mode profile in the rectangular guide. This
required an impedance line at the center of the a dimension of the WR-975 waveguide
and traversing the entire b dimension.
For the other surfaces, a radiation boundary should be at least a quarter freespace wavelength away from the horn surfaces to meet the minimum separation
requirement of HFSS. The radiation boundary definition in HFSS creates a surface
at the selected plane which imposes a second order absorbing boundary condition
(ABC):[19]
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with the free-space wave number k0 = ω µ0 0. This ABC simulates infinite propa∇×E

= jk0 Etan −

gation space without encumbering the processor with large computational volumes.
This approximation, however, depends upon the distance of separation between the
radiating object and the boundary plane and on normally incident waves. Although
other boundary conditions can be used in HFSS simulations, the radiation boundary is a simple and fast approximation that nevertheless should be tested to ensure
reliability.
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Absorbing Boundary Layer Tests:
Because of the dependence of the boundary layer on the angle of incidence of the
impacting electromagnetic waves, animating the electric and magnetic field magnitudes for the problem in phase can identify tangential wave propagation along the
boundaries. Such surface waves are not realistic and can cause unanticipated changes
to the far-field parameters. Below is a plot of both the electric and magnetic field
magnitudes in the problem space with the minimum separation distance:

Figure 1–5a): Narda 17dB Horn with an overlaid H-field magnitude plot and a
logarithmic scale. Note the diffraction waves traveling above the horn in the −z
direction with a magnitude about one hundredth the incident waves. The phase of
the plot is set at 100◦ .
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Figure 1–5b): The Narda 17dB Horn with an overlaid E-field magnitude plot and a
logarithmic scale. The phase of the plot is set at 100◦ .

These plots do not show significant evidence of tangentially directed waves along
the absorbing boundary layer other than those naturally diffracted around the horn
aperture; thus the far-field results are not skewed due to boundary surface waves.
Another way of validating the HFSS simulation results involves changing the size
of the problem space while manually maintaining the mesh size for the smaller space.
In a sense, the boundary planes are pushed outwards from the radiating objects.
This expansion of the problem space tests for the existence of the tangential surface
waves on the boundary plane as noted previously. The solutions of the reduced and
extended boundary problems should not exhibit significant divergence or else both
solutions are suspect. Maintaining a set mesh component maximum while expanding
the problem space results in an increase in the computational demand placed on the
processor. Consequently, this test is not always possible, especially for large array
problems.
Below is a comparison of results for the minimal radiation boundary dimensions
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versus extended boundaries. The solution setup of this design set a frequency sweep
from 1.07GHz to 1.72GHz using a mesh construct for the upper frequency of 1.72GHz.
Maximum mesh size was set manually at 8.0 cm (or 2.2λ at 1.72GHz). Below is a
comparison of the calculated peak gain directly in front of the horn aperture from
both HFSS and the manufacturers plot. The first simulation uses the minimum
boundary dimensions of λ/4; the boundaries are a quarter free-space wavelength
away from all surfaces of the horn. The Narda horn antenna simulation comparison
is continued with the expansion of the radiation boundaries outward. Instead of the
minimum λ/4 separation between radiating surface and boundary, 4λ is used in the
x and y directions (with reference to Fig. 1-4a) & b) for horn geometry set-up):
When plotted together, the minimum radiation boundary solution plot, the Narda
data plot, and the large radiation boundary solution plot are in good agreement:

Figure 1–6: The three plots are compared in the figure above yielding a percent error
of less than 2% for the minimum dimension solution and less than 1% for the large
radiation box.

A final test of the solution is to change boundary conditions and use a perfectly
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matched layer (PML) boundary condition. PML’s are frequently used in computational electromagnetic modeling because of their versatility in wide incident angle
absorption. The Berenger PML was developed to mimic the effect of placing an absorbing layer such as Eccosorb2 around the perimeter of the problem space in order
to perfectly absorb the incident waves by means of matching their wave impedance.
Therefore, this method eliminates reflections and simulates the complete transmission of the incident wave into infinite space without excess meshing.[17] The main
disadvantage of the PML boundary is the additional computational effort required
in meshing the PML blocks. Used selectively, however, this boundary condition is
an appropriate test of the radiation boundary in HFSS.
Simulating the Narda horn with the PML boundary yielded less accurate results
than the radiation boundary. HFSS automatically builds the PML layers on each
radiating face of the outer box and calculates the thicknesses and material parameters
for each. The only input entered is for the minimum frequency to be used in solving
the problem, in this case 1.07GHz. Below are plots of the peak gain at the center of
the horn aperture over a frequency sweep from 1.07GHz to 1.72GHz. First, the PML
version of the Narda horn problem is confined to the minimum boundary dimensions
of λ/4 from the horn surfaces. Next, the boundary dimensions are again expanded
to a full λ in each direction from the horn aperture. When the two PML setups are
compared to the minimum radiation boundary setup as used in Figure 1-6, the latter
is clearly in best agreement with the control data:
These results demonstrate that the HFSS radiation boundary is working sufficiently well in correctly modeling a known problem. In addition, the minimum
absorbing box size does not introduce significant error in the peak gain calculations.
Therefore, it is possible to simulate the antenna designs using the minimum radiation
boundary conditions with a high degree of confidence in the result.
2

Registered trademark of Emerson & Cuming Microwave Products.
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Figure 1–7: When compared together, the large radiation boundary condition most
closely matches the Narda company’s data.

HFSS Array Setup Feature:
The HFSS program contains an array setup feature that simplifies the computational
requirements for simulating large arrays. Once a stand-alone sub-array element has
been simulated, its far-field electromagnetic pattern can be inserted into the array
setup option as a single element gain. Array parameters can then be programmed
into the function. HFSS takes the previously calculated far-field pattern of the individual element and multiplies it by the calculated array factor. The resulting
pattern can then be viewed as if the entire array had been simulated. This feature
can greatly reduce the computational time of an array problem. The main limitation
of this feature is that it assumes no mutual coupling between the adjacent elements.
An example problem using two identical horns demonstrated the usefulness of this
function. A separate problem consisting of a single horn but with a 2x1 array factor
applied compared well with the full horn array simulation. The problems’ geometries
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are shown below:

Figure 1–8a): Two 16dB horns are arrayed with no spacing between them and fed
in-phase using a T-junction and H-plane 90◦ bends.

Figure 1–8b): Pictured above is the unit cell used in the array setup to compute the
gain pattern for a 2x1 array in the x -dimension with no spacing between horns and
assuming in-phase feeds. This model was simplified by splitting the horn along both
lines of symmetry.

The respective 3-D gain plots compare well as evidenced by the following six
figures. The first four illustrate the gain patterns of the two array designs in the φ
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and θ planes expressed in decibels. Figures 1-9 and 1-10 show the gain plots in two
and three dimensions:

Figure 1–9a): A 2x1 array of two 16dB horns with no spacing produced the gain
plots in the E- and H-planes above.
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Figure 1–9b): The 2x1 array setup function was used to calculate the total gain plot
above in the E- and H-planes respectively.
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Figure 1–10: These 3-dimensional gain plots illustrate the similitude between the
actual 2-horn array and the array setup horn array respectively.

The variations in the patterns are due to the neglect of mutual coupling in the
array function. Due to this limitation, the majority of the arrays in this study are
complete simulations in order to include the mutual coupling effects that would be
present in any physical experiment.
At this point, it is helpful to specify the coordinate system used in illustrating
the HFSS simulations. The geometric model of the structure in HFSS is built in the
Cartesian coordinate system as seen in Figures 1–4a), 1–4b), 1–8a), and 1–8b). In
the polar far-field plots, the θ plane spans the z-x plane while the φ plane covers the
x-y plane.
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2.1

Introduction to Slotted Array Antennas

This chapter introduces slotted array antennas, their history, various related antenna
theory, and the basic theory of their operation. Finally, it concludes with two test
cases in which the HFSS solver is corroborated by outside data.

2.1.1

Traveling Leaky Wave Slotted Array Antennas:

Beginning in the 1940’s, experiments conducted by Hansen and others began on
simple radiating structures called leaky wave antennas.[20],[21] The earliest leaky
wave antenna design consisted of a rectangular waveguide with a continuous slit
aperture along its entire length.
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Figure 2–1: A simple leaky wave radiating waveguide structure excerpted from Figure
10-1 in [3].

As the name indicates, such a structure radiates electromagnetic fields into free
space by means of one or more apertures along its length. The guiding structure can
be any waveguide that will support a traveling wave in the desired frequency band.
Because this guiding structure is predominantly closed (as in Fig. 2-1), the phase
velocity of the guided wave is greater than the speed of light. Therefore, the wave
propagation constant is less than the free-space wave number:[3]

βz < k0

(2.1)
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Figure 2–2: Several fast-wave, closed geometry, uniform leaky wave antennas excerpted from Figure 9.16 in [4].

Because of their faster-than-light phase velocities (in the plane parallel to the waveguide), these kinds of leaky wave antennas are known as fast-wave structures.[22] The
apertures vary in size, shape, and length, but their purpose is to present a discontinuity to the interior surface currents excited by the traveling wave within the structure.
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Figure 2–3: The internal magnetic (1) and electric (3) fields and side electric field
(2) in rectangular waveguide for a T E10 mode excerpted from [5].

For a fast-wave structure, it is typical that some of the power is coupled through
the aperture into free space. If power leaks through a long, multiple wavelength
slit aperture, the guided mode and leaky mode will have similar phase velocities
along the slit (in the waveguide’s longitudinal plane).[4] Otherwise, the radiating
leaky mode has a phase velocity no greater than the speed of light for the medium.
This fast-wave propagation along the slit creates a quasi-uniform phase distribution
along the aperture.[4] The leaked power can be represented by a complex attenuation
constant in the guided propagation constant expression:[23]
kz = βz + iαz

(2.2)

Leaky wave antennas are a subset of a larger family of antennas known as traveling
wave antennas. Traveling wave antennas feature a guiding structure to direct an
electromagnetic wave down its length to achieve illumination of the antenna aperture.
Traveling wave antennas typically have longitudinal dimensions that span multiple
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wavelengths and cross-sectional dimensions determined by the cutoff criteria for a
desired frequency band. Leaky wave antennas similar to the types in Fig. 2-1 and
Fig. 2-2 can be considered fast-wave, continuously radiating versions of the traveling
wave antenna.
Leaky wave antennas are also closely related to surface wave antennas. Surface
wave antennas excite a closely bound mode that travels along an open guide structure usually constructed of low-loss dielectric material. The propagation constant
→

along a surface wave aperture is real since it suffers very little attenuation in the k
direction:[22]
kz = βz > k0

(2.3)

Examples of surface wave antennas include dielectric rod or slab antennas, logperiodic arrays, or Yagi-Uda arrays.[22] These antennas utilize slow-wave propagation
because their traveling wave phase velocities are below the speed of light. Surface
wave antennas rely upon discontinuities that excite fast-wave harmonics, thereby
causing power coupling into free space.[24] The fundamental difference between surface and leaky wave antennas is therefore the guided wave speed of propagation and
the nature of the guiding structure.
The third antenna type, which closely resembles a leaky wave emitter, is a slotted
array. Slotted array antennas are characterized by resonant slots placed along the
waveguide that act as individual array elements. If these slots are perpendicular
to the interior surface currents of the guide, power will couple to free space. Like
uniform leaky wave antennas, the slots can be replaced with the equivalent magnetic
current element or dipole across the narrow dimension.[8]
As described above, leaky wave antenna arrays can be either open or closed
structures, exhibiting fast or slow-wave propagation. The designs implemented in
this study are exclusively closed geometry arrays. There are several reasons why the
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closed geometry is superior for high power applications. First, the durability of closed
metallic waveguides is superior to that of the open geometry dielectric slabs. Second,
the frequency scanning capabilities of slow-wave structures are limited mostly to the
backward quadrant.[3] Third, great care must be taken to ensure that the array feed
does not radiate at the array inputs. For these reasons, closed waveguides are the
focus of this study.

2.1.2

Resonant Slotted Array Antennas:

Resonantly-fed slotted arrays have been in use for as long as the traveling wave
variety.[8] The simplest version of such a structure is either an end-fed or a centerfed waveguide section with one or both ends respectively terminated in a waveguide
short (λg /4 away from the end slot).
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Figure 2–4: Resonant slotted waveguide arrays with end and center feeds excerpted
from [6].

A shunt slot radiates effectively when a voltage maximum appears across its width.
The resonant slotted waveguide can be likened to a terminated (lossless) transmission
line shorted at one end with a varying voltage along its length (z):[7]


V (z) = V0+ e−jβz − ejβz = −2jV0+ sin(βg z)

(2.4)

When the distance z along the waveguide is a multiple of λg /4, the voltage expression
is at a maximum. The input impedance of such a line is found to be:[7]
Zin = jZ0 tan(βg z)

(2.5)

When z is set equal to λg /4, Z0 equals +j∞, which is the input impedance of an open
circuit. Thus, a shorted end sets up a standing wave that couples into free-space via
the slot apertures with a voltage maxima λg /4 from the termination.
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Figure 2–5: The voltage on a short circuited transmission line as a function of distance along the line. Excerpted from Figure 2.6 in [7].

The voltage maxima appear at λg intervals along the waveguide. Slots are usually
spaced at λg /2 intervals in order to reduce grating lobes. This shorter spacing,
however, introduces a π phase variation if the slots are offset on the same side of
the centerline. Consequently, the slots alternate on either side of the centerline to
correct for this phase difference:[8]

Figure 2–6: An end-fed resonant slotted array antenna must be designed with precise
slot spacings to radiate effectively. Excerpted from Figure 14.24 in [8].

Unlike traveling wave array antennas, resonant arrays are designed to radiate at
or near broadside. The beam shape, width, aperture efficiency, side lobe level, and
return loss are adjustable by designing the sub-arrays appropriately. The ERP value
for such an array is a function of both the array factor and the efficiency of the
resonant cavities in coupling power to free-space. Section 4.2.2 presents a stepwise
development of the sub-array element to a full-size array. Further design examples
are presented in Appendix A.
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2.2

Effective Radiated Power Equation (ERP)

Antenna effectiveness can be measured by means of several different performance
criteria. Some of these criteria are gain, half-power beamwidth, aperture efficiency,
and beam pattern. Depending on the purpose of the transmitting system to which
the antenna belongs, some of these criteria are more important than others. One of
the more thorough standards is effective radiated power (ERP). This standard defines
a value of radiated power calculated from the product of the power supplied to the
antenna and the gain of the antenna in a given direction. ERP is therefore directional
and is usually assumed to be in the direction of maximum gain. The ERP value is a
relative quantity; it is the effective power that an imaginary, isotropic antenna must
emit to reach the same peak power level of the actual system. Thus, it yields a value
that can be compared to a set standard. In certain cases, it is more valuable to use
ERP in designing an antenna than other criteria because it takes into account both
the power fed to the antenna input and the combined gain of the radiating structure.
This is a crucial advantage in HPM applications that typically rely on high efficiency
designs to radiate with the maximum amount of gain. Consequently, by maximizing
the ERP equation (in a desired directional pattern), an antenna’s performance can
be optimized for maximum gain and feed efficiency. The ERP equation is seen
below:[25]
ERP = Garray × Pin

(2.6)

In this equation, the power input is defined as the power incident on the input port
of the antenna array structure. The gain component is defined as follows:
Garray = G0 × AF

(2.7)

This equation defines the total gain of the array as the gain of a single element
multiplied by the array factor. These two degrees of freedom allow a designer to
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maximize Garray by increasing the individual element gain or increasing the array
factor of the array. The gain G0 of an individual element, in actuality, can be the gain
from one sub-array. If the sub-arrays are identical, the array factor can be calculated
from the assemblage of the sub-arrays. The total gain of the array, Garray , is thus
the product of the sub-array gain multiplied by the array factor of all the sub-arrays.
Hence, the ERP equation combines the radiative structure’s power efficiency, the
gain of a single element, and the array factor of the entire array of elements.

2.3

RF Power Feeding

Addressing the power factor in the ERP equation involves designing an effective system for transferring RF power from one or multiple sources to the antenna structure.
This entails either a corporate or separate feed network. The former combines the
source outputs into a single feed and then divides it evenly among the antenna subarrays. The separate feed directly connects a source to a sub-array port. This topic
is further discussed in Chapter 3.
In HPM systems, the existence of input reflections is especially harmful. Backscattering reflections from a mismatched system can degrade the performance or
cause significant damage to the sources. Therefore, one of the attributes of a feed
network is a very low S11 parameter (less than -20dB in this study). It is desirable
to minimize return losses for the entire radiative structure: both in the feed network
and the antenna. Several different networks can be used depending on the layout of
the microwave sources. Single, monolithic microwave sources require power dividers
in order to feed the multiple sub-arrays of an antenna. For the purposes of this
thesis, multiple source configurations are considered. By using several high power
microwave sources to generate the RF energy, their outputs can be combined to yield
a specified power output. One key assumption is that these sources are phase locked.
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Using multiple sources has several advantages over designing a monolithic microwave source. Besides the cost advantage mentioned above, separate sources allow
power combination either in the feed or in the far-field. Combining power in the
feed ensures limited operation in the event of a source failure since the antenna pattern would remain the same, albeit with a lower ERP as a result of the lower power
output. On the other hand, combining power in the far-field simplifies the design
process and reduces breakdown risks either in or near the radiative structure. Each
source can feed its own sub-array of the antenna. However, if one or more source
failures occur, both the antenna pattern and output power will be degraded.

2.4

Antenna Gain

Antenna gain for aperture antennas is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity
of the antenna compared to that of an isotropic antenna with respect to a specific
direction.[2] The gain is also related to the directivity by the aperture efficiency. The
equation below relates these two quantities and illustrates the important fact that
geometric aperture area (Ageo ) is by definition greater than or equal to the effective
aperture (Ae ).
D(θ, φ) = 4π

Ageo (θ, φ)
Ae (θ, φ)
≥ 4π
= G(θ, φ)
2
λ
λ2

(2.8)

This gain equation summarizes a fundamental limitation inherent in antenna design.
For a given frequency, the effective aperture of an antenna must increase as the
desired gain increases. For a desired gain of 26dBi for an aperture antenna operating
at 915MHz, the required effective aperture area is invariably 3.406 m2. Unless a
near perfect aperture efficiency antenna design is used, the physical aperture area is
even greater. The major tactical implication of the gain equation is that the size of
the operational antenna must be large for lower frequencies of interest. The slotted
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array concept is an attractive option because it offers a conformal adaptation of the
aperture area.
When considering the complete transmission system from source to antenna, an
absolute gain measurement is often used which takes into account any feed/antenna
mismatches through the voltage reflection coefficient Γ:[2]

Gabs (θ, φ) = er G(θ, φ) = (1 − |Γ|2)G(θ, φ)

(2.9)

Simulations in HFSS can consider both quantities by analyzing a stand-alone antenna (assuming a perfectly matched feed line) or by analyzing the feed system and
antenna together. In this way, the entire radiative structure can be simulated and
the performance optimized.

2.4.1

Single Element Gain of Slotted Arrays:

The individual slots comprise an array of uniform spacing distribution and nonuniform amplitude. Slot gain is a function of the width and position of the aperture in
the waveguide. The width of the slot is restricted to prevent phase differences across
the slot aperture and to suppress back-scattering in the guide. Phase variations
cause destructive interference on radiation if the slots are a significant fraction of
the free-space wavelength of the operating frequency. Increasing the slot offset or
inclination increases gain but also increases back-scattering. Reflections off of a slot
can propagate backwards towards the source in the feed waveguide. Furthermore,
the slot lengths are approximately half of the free-space wavelength of the operating
frequency. This design requirement makes the slot resonant at the desired frequency
but introduces a limitation in bandwidth.
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2.4.2

Gain of Pyramidal Horn Antennas:

The dimensions that yield a desired gain performance of a pyramidal horn antenna
are easily calculated using the formula below. The section entitled “Test Example”
in Chapter 1 contains a design example. Pyramidal horn antenna gain is a function
of the aperture area, the angle of taper to the feeding waveguide, and aperture depth
(See Figure 1–3). The gain of a horn is related to the surface area of the aperture
by the following expression:[2]
G0 =

p
p
1 4π
2π p
2π p
∼
(a
b
)
=
3λρ
2λρ
3λρ
2λρe
=
1
1
2
1
h
2 λ2
λ2
λ2

(2.10)

This expression is a combination of the sectoral horn gain expressions. The dimension
variables are defined in Figure 1.3. A recursive expression can be used to find the
exact dimensions:[2]

 r
2
2  2

p
a
b
G0
3 1
G0 1
−1
2χ −
(2χ − 1) =
√ −
λ
2π 2π χ λ
6π 3 χ
χ=

(2.11)

ρe
λ

 
G20 1
ρh
= 3
λ
8π χ

2.4.3

Array Factor:

The array factor (also known as space factor) is an expression that takes into account
the constructive and destructive interference that results from multiple radiating
elements. A compelling example of the enhancing effect an array of elements can
have is the slotted array. Individually, rectangular slots cut into the broad-wall of
a waveguide have very low gain due to their limited individual emission. However,
when such slots are combined on a single waveguide in a linear array, the total gain
of the structure is increased. This effect is known as pattern multiplication.[2] The
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array factor expression for identical radiating elements is as follows:[11]
AF =

N
X



2π
d cosφ)
Cn exp jn(δ −
λ
n=0

(2.12)

When the single element factor G0 (φ, θ) is multiplied by the array factor, the radiation pattern is reproduced. In the case of many identical sub-arrays comprising a
larger array, the single element gain G0 can be substituted with the pattern for a single sub-array. The array factor includes a summation which depends upon the phase
difference δ between adjacent elements, the element excitation coefficient Cn , the
free-space wavelength λ , the element separation distance d, and the field maximum
angle φ. For non-uniform arrays, both the δ, C, and d terms can be varied across the
array to distribute radiation in the desired fashion. Usually, the separation between
elements (d) is varied to effect changes in δ.
It is clear that the array factor of a given array is dependent on frequency. A
consequence of this is that an array will have a given bandwidth. In addition, the
excitation coefficients can be arranged to produce a specific antenna pattern. Some
of the more common distributions used are Taylor and Chebyshev distributions since
both allow tailoring of side-lobe levels. Whereas horn arrays are usually in planar
rectangular arrangements, slotted arrays are complicated by the linear sub-arrays
and individual elements that cause increased mutual interference.

2.5

Slot Aperture Theory

Slots can be used in periodic leaky-wave antennas, resonant antennas, or in slot-fed
microstrip antennas. Because of the large electric fields of HPM systems, electrical
breakdown of the air is a great concern. The periodic leaky-wave antenna will tend to
breakdown at the aperture where there is a gap in the conducting surface. A designer
is given a degree of freedom in reducing the breakdown risk by rounding the aperture.
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Moreover, this breakdown risk can further mitigated through the use of gases such
as SF6 or evacuation, if the waveguide can be fully enclosed. The performance of the
slot itself is dependent on a host of variables that must be considered in the design
process.

2.5.1

Babinet’s Principle:

An analysis of slotted antennas begins with Babinet’s Principle. This optics principle
states that when an electromagnetic field behind an aperture is added to the field
of the aperture’s complementary structure, it equals the total field in an unbounded
medium.[2]
For a slot aperture in an infinite, perfectly electrical conducting (PEC) surface,
it is necessary to derive the expressions for both the E and H-fields on both sides
of the boundary. According to H.G. Booker’s formulation, this problem can be
interchanged with a narrow metal strip taking the place of the slot and scattering an
incident wave.[26] The vectors of the E and H-fields must be swapped since the fields
are also complementary.[9] The voltage across the slot is equivalent to a current on
the dual metal strip. For slots with lengths approaching the first resonant length of
λ/2, the distribution of current on the metal strip will be sinusoidal with nulls at
either end of the strip. Consequently, the Booker relation allows a slot aperture to
be exchanged with a half-wavelength dipole. By means of Booker’s formulation, the
slot emits the ubiquitous dipole far-field pattern but with the electric and magnetic
field vectors exchanged:
As the next two sections will show, leaky-wave slots are cut through the conductive waveguide wall and intersect the interior current lines. If the slots do not present
a discontinuity to the currents on the interior walls of the waveguide, they are known
as non-radiating slots and will couple only small amounts of power. Figure 2-8 shows
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Figure 2–7: Figure a) shows a slot aperture and equivalent voltage source across its
width. Figure b) illustrates the complimentary structure to the slot, a dipole with
the orientation of the source shifted 90◦ . Excerpted from Figure 5.12 in [9].

three different slot orientations:

Figure 2–8: Longitudinal, inclined series, and edge-wall slots excerpted from Figure
3.9 in [4].

Booker’s formulation of Babinet’s principle explains how an aperture problem
can be modeled as an equivalent structure and solutions easily obtained. As long as
the slot width is kept narrow and the length is near a half-wavelength, the structure
behaves as a simple dipole which has well-documented far-field radiation patterns.
The electric field expression is similar to the half-wave dipole expression:[27]
"
#
cos( π2 × cosφ)
E(r, θ, φ) =
(2.13)
sinφ
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This expression takes into account the swapping of the E and H-vectors. Consequently, the aperture will act as a dipole with the opposite polarization of the complementary dipole. In equation form, this relationship can be expressed as follows
with subscript s representing the fields of an aperture in an infinite ground plane
and c representing the corresponding dipole model:[2]

Eθs = Hθc

(2.14)

Eφs = Hφc
Eθc
Hθs = − 2
η0
Eφc
Hφs = − 2
η0

(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)

The term η0 is the free-space impedance.

2.5.2

Shunt Slot Theory:

Slots can be arranged in any number of ways on a feeding waveguide but their
behavior will depend on the coupling mechanism. In general, slots are characterized
as either shunt or series based upon their equivalent lumped circuit model. Other
variations arise in the different feed types; slots are fed by a traveling wave-guide
structure or a standing wave in a resonant cavity. This section covers longitudinal
shunt slot theory for the traveling wave case first and then gives a description of
resonant structure-fed slots.
Rectangular waveguides supporting the dominant T E10 mode have the following
normalized traveling wave field components. The coordinate system is defined with
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the origin at the corner of the guide:[4]
 
πx j(ωt−β10 z)
Hz = j cos
e
a
  

πx j(ωt−β10 z)
−β10
Hx =
sin
e
π/a
a
  

πx j(ωt−β10 z)
ωµ0
sin
e
Ey =
π/a
a

(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)

The magnetic field components lead to the excitation of surface currents in the z
and x directions along the interior waveguide walls. Through the application of
Babinet’s Principle in the preceding section, a slot can be positioned longitudinally
on the waveguide broad-wall to interrupt these currents, magnetically coupling power
from the waveguide to the free-space region. This is illustrated in the figures below
showing an instantaneous view of the electric field, magnetic field, and surface current
flow on the wall of a waveguide (note that the centerline of the broad-wall has current
nulls connected by axially directed currents), and the positioning of a longitudinal
shunt slot:

Figure 2–9: Electric, magnetic, and current distributions on rectangular waveguide
interior walls excerpted from [4].
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Figure 2–10: Longitudinal slot positioning along the rectangular waveguide broadwall excerpted from [4].

Longitudinal slots cut into the broad-wall are ineffective radiators unless they
are wide in the transverse dimension or offset from the centerline. Since slots are
restricted in their transverse dimension to limit back-scattering towards the feed
end, offsetting from the centerline is the preferred method of controlling the coupling.
Larger offsets interrupt higher magnitude wall currents and hence couple more power
out of the guide. While it is true that offsetting also increases the S11 parameter,
longer arrays mitigate this effect by reducing the maximum slot offset required.
Slot aperture design is commonly a tradeoff between a desired radiation level and
back-scattering. In order for the slot to be efficient, it should be resonant at a length
of λ0 /2. The width should be as large as necessary to effectively couple power to freespace but as small as feasible to control back-scattering. The relationship between

slot
>> 1.[26]
slot width and length is often represented by the following: 2log length
widthslot
As was described above in Section 2.4.1, the aperture can be represented as
an equivalent dipole. Polarization of longitudinal shunt slots is determined by the
orientation of the equivalent dipole in the aperture. Longitudinal shunt slots are
polarized in the plane of the slot. A sub-array of longitudinal shunt slots will be
uniformly polarized and should exhibit very low cross-polarizations in the far-field.
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This fact is verified in HFSS for the following model:

Figure 2–11: The spherical polarization of the single shunt slot in the far-field is
wholly parallel to θ. This is expected when the electric field vectors are viewed in
the next figure.

For traveling wave fed sub-arrays, the polarization of the electric field in the slot is
perpendicular to the slot’s long dimension. The vectors flip back and forth by 180◦
as the guided-wave propagates past the slot through the waveguide. The electric
field vectors for a single, offset longitudinal slot are seen below in opposite phases:

Figure 2–12: The electric field vector lines span the narrow dimension of the slot
aperture, yielding a θ-polarization in the far-field. Phases shown are 0◦ and 180◦
respectively.
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The following figure shows the magnetic vector lines in this single slot:

Figure 2–13: When fed by a traveling wave, the magnetic field vectors swirl around
the plane of the slot. Phases shown are 60◦ and 240◦ respectively.

As the wave propagates in the z direction, the vector swirls cross the slots at the
phase velocity. The electric field remains oriented in θ with low cross-polarization in
the far-field as shown above.

Ever since the early experiments with slotted waveguide arrays, slots have been
characterized by their equivalent impedance representation in a lumped circuit
model. This graphical representation was used because it simplified the complexities
of the slot problem into a recognizable form. A two-port shunt model represents the
interruption of the transverse current in the guide.
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Figure 2–14: Broad-wall longitudinal shunt slot representation excerpted from [6].

A rigorous mathematical formulation of the shunt representation was developed by
A.F. Stevenson and is given in Elliott.[4]
By using the shunt model for longitudinal broad-wall slots, the problem of anticipating the slot behavior is simplified into a consideration of the individual slot
conductances. A calculation of these conductance values is provided by the following
equation obtained by Stevenson:[11]


 
aλg
πλ
2
2 πy
g = 2.09
cos
sin
bλ
2λg
a

(2.21)

The waveguide dimensions are represented by a and b in this equation, while y
represents the offset distance. This equation reveals that for a given waveguide, a
slot’s conductance is related to a constant multiplied by the sine squared of an angle
directly proportional to the offset distance.[4]
For practical arrays of shunt slots, the above formula can be used for the calculation of offsets without regard to mutual coupling. This has been proven valid
for several reasons.[11],[8] First, the end-to-end placement of the slots reduces the
interference between adjacent slots along a sub-array. Additionally, mutual coupling increases with slot offset. Finally, HFSS allows for the measurement of mutual
coupling between sub-arrays to ensure that it is within acceptable limits.
In the case of resonantly-fed slots, the individual slots themselves are unchanged
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although the coupling mechanism is different. Their placement on the resonating
cavity wall is tied to the locations of the standing wave field maxima (See Chapter
4). The conductance of these slots can be calculated from Stevenson’s equation in
the absence of mutual coupling (see above). The polarization of resonantly-fed slots
is in the plane of the slot and perpendicular to the slot axis. With the slot axis along
z and the width along x, this aperture field is expressed as:[5]
 
πz
→
Ea =x0 E0 (x0 )cos
l

(2.22)

In this equation, l represents the length of the slot (λ0 /2) and x0 is the slot offset from
centerline. Therefore, the polarization of the electric field is clearly perpendicular to
the slot axis for these slots.

Figure 2–15: A 4-element end-fed resonant waveguide section exhibits uniform phase
across all 4 elements. The phases represented here are 100◦ and 280◦ respectively.

Resonantly-fed shunt slots are no more susceptible to mutual coupling interference
than the traveling wave-fed slots because the slots are still end-to-end in placement.

2.5.3

Series Slot Theory:

Inclined slots positioned on the centerline of a waveguide’s broad-wall magnetically
couple power from longitudinal currents on the interior wall of the waveguide (See
Sec. 2.6.2 for Figure 2-9). A circuit model of such a slot is reproduced below.
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Figure 2–16: Inclined slots have a transmission line model of an equivalent series
impedance which increases with φ. Excerpted from [6].

Whereas the ability to radiate microwave energy varies in shunt slots with the
offset distance from the waveguide centerline, series slot resistance is varied by canting the slot at an angle. Thus, the greater the slot angle, then the greater the slot
resistance and voltage, and consequently, the greater radiation. This is due to the
increased coupling which occurs to free-space. When the angle reaches 90◦ , the slot
becomes a perpendicular series slot. These radiative elements are commonly seen in
directional couplers and power dividers.[7]
Simulation of the series slot can be done so as to compare its performance to the
shunt slot in the preceding section. These slots are also of resonant length and as
narrow as possible to reduce back-scattering reflections. The slot inclination angle
must be limited to suppress the S11 parameter and so sub-arrays of 20 elements or
more are desirable.
One by-product of the inclined slot is that the emitted radiation has a larger
cross-polarization than in the case of the shunt slot.[6] This is due to the canted
geometry of the slot. Recalling Figure 2-9, the interior surface currents of a traveling
wave will have both an x and z component. The resulting electric field distribution
across an inclined slot aperture which interrupts both of these currents will also have
both an x and z component. Plots of the polarization, E and H-vectors are provided
below.
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Figure 2–17: A plot of spherical polarization (along the waveguide axis) indicates that
the series slot has a higher magnitude of φ-polarization and hence cross-polarization
in the far-field when compared to the shunt slot.

Figure 2–18: The electric field vectors have directional components in x, y, and z.
The phases shown are 60◦ and 240◦ respectively.
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The following figure shows the magnetic vector lines in this single slot:

Figure 2–19: As the traveling wave propagates down the waveguide, the magnetic
vectors rotate around the plane of the slot aperture. Phases shown are 160◦ and 340◦
respectively.

Although cross-polarization is not necessarily a negative aspect for some HPM
applications, it is an important reality to consider when choosing an antenna configuration.
As with shunt slots, the series slots can be arranged in either a traveling wave
or resonant array structure. Traveling wave series slot arrays suffer from the same
limitations as the shunt version although mutual coupling interactions are greater.
Typically, the series slot array is used as a feeding network for resonant shunt
slot arrays. Either a traveling wave or resonant series array can be used to feed
this structure. In both cases, the series slots are centered behind the radiating subarrays. Such center-fed arrays are advantageous because they are more compact than
the waveguide end feed system.[6] Limiting the number of feeding series slots to the
sub-array simplifies the design process by limiting the mutual coupling between slots.
External mutual coupling between series slots cannot be readily dismissed as
insignificant. Mitigation is possible through the lengthening of the linear array. By
increasing the total number of slots, the inclination angles are reduced along with the
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mutual interactions between slots. Typically, array lengths in excess of 20 elements
have been seen as sufficient in reducing the mutual coupling issue.[11] Since the FEM
modeling of HFSS software includes all mutual coupling effects, their influence on the
design is included and can be disregarded if the model meets the user specifications.

2.6

History of Slotted Array Antenna Theory

1940s: Early Development:
The theoretical development of slot antennas grew out of initial experiments conducted with slotted array antennas during World War Two. During this period, most
attention was paid to the development of antennas for military radar applications.
Canada led the cutting-edge research in the area of slotted arrays since the British
and Americans devoted their time and energy to reflector antennas. Researchers at
McGill University in Montreal invented a slotted array design in 1943. The purpose
of this design was to take advantage of the low conductance value each slot aperture
presents to the guided wave. The researchers theorized that this would allow for an
efficient radiator. This array utilized 49 longitudinal shunt slots spaced λg /4 apart
that alternated in position along the centerline. The slots were resonantly fed in the
center of the waveguide section. Experimentation revealed that this antenna design
could be modified to optimize bandwidth and slot resonance through changes in the
slot width and displacement.[28]
The year 1943 also saw the advancement of basic theory regarding resonant slot
coupling to waveguides. A report prepared by Guptill and Watson of Canada covered series and shunt aperture coupling and guide coupling.[29] Further reports in
the following year studied edge-wall inclined shunt slots[30] and waveguide loading
caused by a broad-wall slot.[31] Although researchers in the United States focused
on different microwave designs, work progressed along similar lines in the United
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States at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Radiation Laboratory.[9] Both
Canadian and American scientists based their work on the important contributions
of A.F. Stevenson of Canada.
The initial slot theory as advanced by A.F. Stevenson focused on a transmission
line approximation.[32] In this useful analogy, the most important aspects of the
slot are reflection and transmission coefficients and the slot voltage. Furthermore,
the slot conductance or resistance determines the amplitude distribution of a linear
slotted array. These values are obtained from the internal Green’s functions of a
rectangular waveguide excited by a T E10 mode.[33] Stevenson’s contribution was
ground breaking because it developed simple, closed form solutions for calculating
the resistance or conductance of a given slot configuration. Key assumptions were
made in the development of this model:[26]
1. The walls are perfectly conductive and of infinitesimal thickness.
2. Slots are of narrow width satisfying the expression: 2log

lengthslot
widthslot



>> 1.

3. The plane of the slots is an infinitely conductive plane.
Experiments demonstrated that the third assumption was often the most specious
since field penetration behind the antenna was likely; a characteristic borne out in
the simulations of single sub-arrays of waveguide slots presented herein.1 In spite
of these complications, Stevenson’s development of slot theory shows that each slot
orientation in the waveguide scatters and transmits differently. These properties
can be represented as coefficients akin to those in a transmission line network. The
calculation of the conductance or resistance of a slot is found by assuming that the
difference between the forward traveling wave and the back-scattered wave in the
waveguide is equal to the energy flow through the slot to free space. The resulting energy flow through the slot is then related to the energy flux from a half-wave
1

See Section 4.1.3 and 4.1.4.
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dipole antenna.[26] Stevenson’s expressions for the slot conductance and resistance
are given in Section 2.6 of this chapter.
1950s: Perfecting the Theory and Design:
In the 1950’s, efforts focused on the development of the theory and understanding
of slotted array antennas. In 1952, H. Gruenberg published a paper in the Canadian
Journal of Physics detailing his work on resonant slotted array grating lobes, also
known as second order beams.[34] His experiments using an X-band waveguide longitudinal shunt slot show that a single resonant slot’s radiation pattern in the plane
transverse to the waveguide axis (θ = 90◦ ) produces a cardioidal shape and a back
lobe due to diffraction around the guide. The shape of the pattern was ascribed by
Gruenberg to be due to the asymmetry of the single slot offset. In addition, he found
that the magnitude of the grating lobe for an array of N slots is directly proportional to the slot offset.[34] In his analysis, Gruenberg also considered multiple slots
with alternating offsets in a resonant slotted sub-array. He found that although the
alternation in offset or inclination angle is necessary for constructive radiation from
slots, it causes the second order beam growth. Instead of predicting the second order beams from the entire sub-array, Gruenberg effectively split each sub-array into
two linear arrays of slots. Although he simplified the problem by assuming a mean
slot offset from the centerline, Gruenberg’s paper initiated a series of investigations
related to this antenna type.
Traveling wave slotted antennas were also the subject of experiments by researchers. V.H. Rumsey published a paper that presents a variational procedure for
calculating the complex propagation constant for long rectangular slots in rectangular waveguide.[35] In 1957, A.A. Oliner published a two-part study of the impedance
properties of narrow slots in the waveguide broad-wall.[36] The theory presented
therein was an attempt to derive simple analytical expressions for radiating slot
apertures in waveguides. This approach yields equivalent circuit parameters of the
slot using variational expressions. The second part of Oliner’s work presents an anal-
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ysis that examined the effect of wall thickness on the impedance of the slot as well
as the effect of rounded slots instead of perfectly rectangular ones. The results of the
comparison between finite wall thickness and the theoretical case of infinitesimal wall
thickness indicated that the resonant length of the slot is longer than Stevenson’s
theory suggested. The study, however, is limited in scope to X-band where the wall
thickness is relatively large compared to the wavelength (thereby increasing the slot
admittance).[36] Rounded slots exhibited a slightly higher resonant frequency than
the rectangular type. However, the ratio of the conductance or resistance to the admittance or impedance of the slot respectively is independent of the slot shape.[36]
Finally, the study concludes that the equivalent circuit parameter theory predicted
rotated series slot behavior quite well and, in addition, is adequate for the design
of low-offset longitudinal shunt slots. The limitation inherent in Oliner’s work is
that the effects of mutual coupling on a given slot’s admittance are not taken into
account.
The additional experimentation of slotted arrays aided researchers in the development of additional methods of dealing with second order beams. These beams
are troublesome to radar systems because they lead to an increased susceptibility to
jamming. A study of how to suppress these beams in resonant slotted antennas for
radar applications was conducted by Kurtz and Yee in 1956.[37] Unlike the study of
Gruenberg in 1952, this work divides a slotted sub-array into groups of slots that are
then treated as elements of the larger array. Equations from this approach yield the
directions and magnitudes of the second order beams and ways of suppressing them
through phase adjustments and slot spacing. Moreover, Kurtz and Yee experimented
with baffling between the sub-arrays of slots to form parallel plate horn structures
to eliminate the appearance of second order beams.[37]
In 1958, G.C. McCormick published a study exploring the efficacy of a parallel
plate waveguide feed system for shunt and series slots.[38] He discovered that this
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particular design eliminates second order beams if the beam-width is narrow. A
second article, “The Effect of the Size of a Two-Dimensional Array on Second-Order
Beams”, quickly followed this work.[39] This article expands the equations calculating
the second order beam magnitude and direction for arrays composed of parallel subarrays. It also presents the effect on beam scan angle due to loading of the waveguide
with dielectric material.[39] Together, these two treatises give closed form expressions
for designing slotted array antennas with suppressed grating lobes and scan angles.
Non-resonant, traveling wave fed slot antennas were also researched in the 1950’s
because of their scan angle properties. It was discovered that varying the spacing of
slots in a waveguide produced a main beam angle off-broadside.[9] In 1958, Andre
Dion of Canada presented an article for publication entitled “Nonresonant Slotted
Arrays” in the IRE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation. The text lays out a
simplified method for directly calculating the distributed slot conductance according
to a given distribution function assuming the sub-array of slots is a continuous line
source.[11] This assumption is judged to be valid for sub-arrays exceeding 10 wavelengths so that the incremental slot conductance variation is kept low. Furthermore,
Dion accounts for the existence of second order beams by treating the sub-array
as a set of discreet radiators. If one assumes that the slot radiators are similar in
conductance (an assumption which holds if the 10λ length is imposed), the second
order beams can be pointed into the invisible space below the plane of the slots if
the slot separation is small compared to the free-space wavelength. This paper also
provided experimental verification using an X-band slotted sub-array design. Thus,
the work of Dion greatly simplified the process of designing traveling wave slotted
arrays for a desired amplitude distribution and main beam direction while also providing a method for suppressing the second order beams. This analysis is limited
since it disregards the mutual coupling between slots. This thesis utilizes Dion’s
method for non-resonant arrays as explained in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. In addition,
an experiment used by Dion to test his theory was simulated and the results shown
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in Section 2.7.
1960s-1980s: New Analytical Models:
Once the basic theory of slotted array antennas was promulgated, attention turned
to more effective analytical tools for designing these antennas. Das and Sanyal provided an equivalent network representation for various slotted antennas in 1968.[40]
In 1973, Vu Khac proposed using the method of moments to characterize broad-wall
slots.[41] This approach is accurate compared to the experimental results but computationally more intensive. In 1978, Elliott and Kurtz proposed a new approach to
the design of longitudinal shunt slots taking into account mutual coupling between
elements.[42] Within the next few years, Elliott improved upon this design method.
“Briefly stated, the theory culminates in three design equations which contain the
lengths and offsets of the slots as unknowns, with the desired aperture distribution,
the desired input match, and the self-admittance of a single slot versus its offset and
length as knowns.”[33] The method of moments solutions for slot aperture electric
field lead to a relationship between resonant length and offset. Elliott’s design steps
are explained in more detail in Section 4.2 where they are employed for obtaining
the appropriate slot lengths and offsets for a resonant slotted sub-array.
1990s-Present: Continuing Interest:
Recent attention has been paid to slotted antenna types in various applications.
Most of these applications involve low power and reduced performance antennas in
the upper microwave frequency spectrum.[43] New computer analysis techniques have
been used to simulate these antennas and validate past theory.[44],[45] High power
microwave radiating systems have received increased attention and funding in the
past few years. This has resulted in new interest in slotted array antennas because of
their power-handling advantages.[46] Consequently, it is expected that research into
this antenna type will continue to grow in the near future.
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2.7

Test Cases

Substituting experimental results with a computational analogue introduces some
risk. Indeed, the risk of faulty results is of primary concern in computer simulation.
The cause of this risk is twofold; either the problem is modeled incorrectly due to
human error or the simulation itself introduces error in its solution process. While
the former is redeemable, the latter can lead to unforeseen design flaws. Thus, it is
necessary to demonstrate the reliability of the computational method one is using in
as many ways as possible.
As stated in Chapter 1, one test of the HFSS solution process is expand the
boundary box and compare the results to the original model. This method is effective
when a solution is already known for a similar type of problem. The main drawback is
that such a comparison proves consistency only within the same solver. Going a step
further, one can simulate the same problem in two distinct software programs. Even
if the two programs use the same computational method in their respective solution
processes, they implement unique algorithms. This approach is time consuming and
expensive since in most cases, only a single software package is available. Initial
confidence in the reliability of the software can be improved most effectively by
simulating problems for which experimental data is available. If the simulation results
differ from the experiment on the order of the ability to measure such a difference,
then the solver is deemed to be accurate.
All three methods are employed to test the accuracy of the results produced
by HFSS. The first method is presented above in Chapter 1 in the Narda horn
example. In the following section, the third method is applied in the recreation
of A. Dion’s shunt slot array experiment conducted in the 1950’s. Subsequently,
the second method is applied in the simulation of a series slot sub-array in both
HFSS and Microwave Studio. These three tests are sufficient to raise confidence in
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the accuracy of the HFSS solver. Further simulations are credible so long as care
is taken to prevent human error. However, every new design should be tested by
changing the boundary box in order to provide a final check on the results.

2.7.1

Dion’s Shunt Slot Experiment at X-Band:

Dion’s slotted array design work not only furnished formulas used in the current
study but also provided an experimental example and a gain plot that can be recreated in HFSS. Dion designed and constructed a shunt slot sub-array using rectangular
WR-90 waveguide in the X-band (10GHz).[11] Twenty slots are used in the design
in order to reduce the maximum individual slot conductance. The desired Taylor
distribution side lobe level is -30dB with a radiation efficiency of 65%. The beam
squint (φm ) chosen is 60◦ from forward end-fire; this determines the slot spacing (d0 )
by means of the following formula:[11]

d0 =

λ
1 + |cosφm |

(2.23)

The spacing is computed to be 2 centimeters. The actual spacing used in the model is
slightly less than this (1.9 cm) in order to push the second-order grating lobe further
into invisible space.
The individual slot offsets can be computed in a manner presented in Chapter 4.
The slot spacing requires that the slots be placed on the same side of the centerline
in order to radiate in phase. A plot of the conductance distribution along the length
of the sub-array is provided below.
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Figure 2–20: The continuous slot conductance distribution along the sub-array is
normalized by multiplying the slot conductance by the half-length of the equivalent
line source (19 cm) and dividing by the number of slots in the half-line source (10
slots). The abscissa is the length along the sub-array divided in terms of 2π. The
actual slots are sampling this distribution at their respective slot positions. Note that
the highest conductance is found slightly away from the waveguide center towards
the output of the guide.

Figure 2–21: The HFSS model of the shunt slot sub-array as designed by Dion. This
model uses two wave ports for the input and output of the waveguide.
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The simulation of the sub-array at 10GHz successfully produces a gain maximum
of 17dBi at 60◦ in the forward direction. The insertion and return losses (S21 and S11
respectively) are calculated to be -42dB and -4dB respectively. The latter represents
approximately 60% efficiency. The graph below plots the normalized gain provided
by Dion and the same plot found using HFSS:

Figure 2–22: Plots of the far-field gain as computed by HFSS and measured by Dion
in [11].

The two theta-plane plots are in good agreement. The experimental data shows
no visible grating lobe at 180◦ while in the HFSS simulation data, a low-level lobe is
present. The difference is slight since the lobe is -30dB down from the main beam.
The side-lobe performance of the HFSS model is slightly above the designed limit of
-30dB. Unfortunately, no S-parameter data is provided by Dion but the agreement
in gain plots lends credence to the computational model results. A plot of the 3-D
gain is illustrated below.
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Figure 2–23: The HFSS simulation yielded this 3-D gain plot.

The wrap-around gain phenomenon surrounding the z -axis is a by-product of
diffraction around the waveguide. Because the waveguide has straight edges, a uniform diffraction occurs around these edges and creates constructive interference. This
effect is physically significant. The diffraction effect is noteworthy since it can reduce
the viability of a design from a safety standpoint. The multiple sub-array simulations
of Chapter 4 also feature this diffraction pattern. Several mitigating strategies are
presented therein.
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2.7.2

HFSS and Microwave Studio Series Slot Comparison
in the ISM Band (902MHz-928MHz):

Microwave Studio is a computational solver that uses the finite integration technique
to evaluate the electromagnetic fields that propagate from emplaced surface currents.
Electromagnetic radiators induce surface currents on conductive structures which
then radiate or scatter into free-space. In general, the integral equation method
of solving electromagnetic problems attempts to place the solution for this current
density in the integrand of an integral equation. The use of integral equations allows
for the utilization of computers because the method is in effect a sampling of the
current. Solving the associated currents within these integral equations requires
a technique known as the Moment Method.[2] Integral equations are solved using
the moment method by subdividing the structure into discreet parts. This mesh
is similar to the one used for FEM analysis. Whereas HFSS discretizes the whole
computational domain to the boundary surface, Microwave Studio only discretizes
the structure. This reduces the computational volume and is a result of the IE
method.
Microwave Studio uses a variation of this method known as the Finite Integration
Technique(FIT).[47] This proprietary algorithm first constructs a tetrahedral mesh
for the structure. Next, the program introduces the Perfect Boundary Approximation, or PBA, which carefully delineates the structural edges in the problem. In order
to limit the computational effort required to solve the problem, boundary conditions
are imposed. In the case of antennas, the most appropriate boundary condition surrounding the structure is an “Open (add space)”[48] The integral equations are then
solved subject to the user-defined excitation and boundary conditions. Microwave
Studio offers numerous solver algorithms depending upon the type of problem being
simulated. In this case, the primary goal is to simulate the performance and radiative
properties of a slotted waveguide at distinct frequencies. Thus, only the frequency
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domain solver is used to produce the relevant data.

As with all computer aided design (CAD) programs, the exact algorithm performance is proprietary and compiling trustworthy data is never guaranteed. Both
HFSS and Microwave Studio simulate a problem with meshing approximations and
sampling techniques. Physically, however, the use of two different computational
methods should not produce significantly different results. Thus, the following simulation comparison is important not only to provide trustworthy data regarding the
efficacy of an antenna design, but also to illustrate the slight differences which arise
between each CAD program. These differences are perhaps the most important of
all since they can be taken into account in future computational experiments.

The series slot sub-array chosen for simulation has equivalent performance characteristics as the shunt slot sub-array used in Section 2.7.1. This sub-array also has
20 slots and a Taylor side lobe level of -30dB. The radiation efficiency of the slots
is to be 95% and beam squint is to be 42◦ from forward end-fire. Slot spacing is
again set at 1.9 centimeters to move the second-order lobe to imaginary space. After
computing the individual slot resistances, the continuous, normalized, individual slot
resistance along the sub-array is computed and plotted below.
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Figure 2–24: The continuous slot resistance distribution along the sub-array is normalized in the same way as in Figure 2–20. The actual slots are sampling this
distribution at their respective slot positions. Note that the highest resistance is
found slightly away from the waveguide center towards the output end of the guide.

The HFSS model can be converted to a Microwave Studio design model; both are
displayed below.

Figure 2–25: HFSS and Microwave Studio design models

The meshing operations that each program performs differ do to the nature of
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their respective solvers. In the plot below, it is clearly seen that the HFSS mesher
algorithm discretizes the entire problem volume, including both structure and surrounding vacuum to the boundary. Microwave Studio meshes only the structure and
the internal evacuated volume. The remaining space is not discretized:

Figure 2–26: The HFSS and Microwave Studio mesh operations differ in their discretization of the problem space.

Both models are simulated using default settings and adaptive meshing. Both
solutions contain frequency sweep data in the range 885MHz-945MHz. After the
simulation processes, the gain patterns from the two programs are analyzed at the
center frequency (915MHz).
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Figure 2–27: The HFSS gain plot for the series slot sub-array in the θ plane shows
approximate 3dB points.

Figure 2–28: The Microwave Studio gain plot for the series slot sub-array in the θ
plane shows approximate 3dB points.
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Figure 2–29: The HFSS gain plot for the series slot sub-array in the φ plane shows
approximate 3dB points and side lobe level.

Figure 2–30: The Microsoft Studio gain plot for the series slot sub-array in the φ
plane shows approximate 3dB points and side lobe level.
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The associated S-parameters of the two models are seen below over the frequency
sweep of the solution:

Figure 2–31:

Figure 2–32:

The S-parameter plots of the HFSS simulation

The S-parameter plots of the Microwave Studio simulation
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The S21 plots shown in Figures 2–31 and 2–32 are close over the entire frequency
range. The S11 values do not perfectly match, though the difference as expressed in
decibels is nevertheless minute and beyond our ability to measure experimentally.
The close comparison of these two computational programs demonstrates that
the series slot sub-array problem is being properly modeled. Simultaneous simulation of antenna problems raises the confidence level in the results of later designs. As
long as the future problems do not introduce significant boundary or geometry differences, the accuracy of the measurements gleaned from simulation can be confidently
assumed based upon this test case.
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3.1

Introduction

The purpose of the feed network is to distribute the RF power generated by one
or more sources to the antenna structure in an efficient manner. The network is
composed of waveguide sections, E/H-plane bends, splitters, and/or combiners. The
feed network should occupy only enough volume as required to properly feed the
antenna and reduce breakdown potential. Desired performance attributes of such
networks include low return loss, acceptable bandwidth, low insertion loss, and phase
agreement at the outputs.
Typically, return loss and bandwidth are determined by the splitter/combiner
segments. This is due to the fact that these segments implement septa or poles,
which short the electric field at a specific location such that the power is divided
or combined. The position of the short is frequency dependent and thus limits
bandwidth. In addition, the short introduces a reflection which increases return loss.
Insertion loss is typically not a major factor in the design of feed networks that use
standard conductive waveguides. Ensuring phase agreement at the output of the
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structure is important to preserve a uniform phase front at the antenna aperture.
In order to ensure transit angle agreement in the different feeds, their path lengths
must be equal.

For the antenna array types considered in this study, two distinct feed network
designs are applicable. The first design is known as a corporate feed network and
combines the RF power from each source together into a single feed. The corporate
feed then is split into several individual guides that feed separate array elements.
The second design is a separate feed network. This structure delivers RF power
from the sources directly to individual array elements. Separate feeds are used when
the number of sources and antenna ports are equal, otherwise some combining is
necessary. Examples of the attributes of each system are examined in the following
sections. By following the design tree, the choice of feed network will depend on a
comparison of these two systems and their respective traits as they relate to a given
design criteria.

Since the focus of this research is on radiative structures for mobile HPM systems,
the primary consideration of the feed network is size. The volume of the network
is restricted to 8 cubic meters. This limit represents an arbitrary volume that is
applicable to several possible applications. Furthermore, the multiple microwave
sources are assumed to have identical footprints and must have a minimum spacing
of λg /2 (21.84cm at 915MHz) or some multiple thereof. This represents the use of an
asymmetric coupling system. In some cases, the source locations must be staggered
in three dimensions, but proper vertical spacing allows a coupling feed to connect
the two hypothetical sources. The actual coupling scheme could be symmetric or
asymmetric. The possible coupling designs are myriad and beyond the scope of
this work. Therefore, these feed designs represent generalized solutions to the feed
problem.
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3.2

Multi-Source Corporate Feed Network:

The corporate feed network is designed to combine RF power from multiple sources
into a single feed then distribute it equally among several antenna loads. This particular design has several consequences for the operation of the microwave system.
The first consequence is that a more complicated waveguide feed is required. Combiners, splitters, and bends all must be designed to efficiently guide the RF energy
to the antenna inputs. A larger volume is needed to contain this network. Because
the corporate feed combines RF power from all of the sources before distributing it
to the antenna, any source faults that may occur will not result in a drastic change
in the antenna pattern. This is due to the fact that the antenna aperture is still
illuminated by all of the feed guides, albeit with less total power. Thus, the microwave system remains in a reduced but operational state. This feature also allows
for greater source control since the sources do not need to be generating equally. The
combination of all the sources into a single feed increases the likelihood of electrical
breakdown within the guide. Steps can be taken to mitigate this risk at the expense
of space, cost, and complexity by flooding the waveguides with an insulating gas such
as SF6 or evacuating the waveguide volume.
For a corporate feed to be considered effective, it must demonstrate a low return
loss of less than -20dB. Likewise, its insertion loss must less than 20dB down from
the input. The frequency range in which the latter criteria are met defines the
bandwidth of the feed. Optimally, this bandwidth should be 30MHz wide from
900MHZ-930MHz for this application. This ensures that phase locked sources will
be within the bandwidth of the network.
Attention is paid to rectangular geometry throughout this study. The use of
circular waveguides for all aspects of the radiative structure is not to be discounted.
Indeed, a circular geometry lends itself to the creation of corporate feed networks in
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regard to the splitter/combiner segments. A circular splitter/combiner component
takes advantage of the modal properties in circular waveguides to enable binary splits
or combinations. For example, a single, circular guide can accommodate two, four,
or even six feeding rectangular waveguides arranged around the outside of the pipe
at 180◦ , 90◦ , or 60◦ intervals for phase agreement. A 3-1 arrangement is also possible
at intervals of 120◦ .
Before constructing the entire network, it is necessary to examine the splitter
segments since these components have the greatest effect on bandwidth. First, an
existing H-plane splitter is constructed in HFSS. In earlier experimental work1, this
splitter exhibited poor performance within the ISM band due to a high return loss
factor. The original component is seen below:

Figure 3–1: The original H-Tee splitter component before HFSS optimization

After constructing the splitter in HFSS, the parametric optimizer modified the
post radius and position in x and z and sought to meet the following criteria:
1. S11 ≤ -23dB from 900MHz to 930MHz
2. -3.1dB ≤ S21 ≤ -2.9dB
1 This

unpublished work was conducted at the Directed Energy Directorate, Air Force
Research Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
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3. -3.1dB ≤ S31 ≤ -2.9dB

These criteria ensure that the splitter both reduces return loss and maintains an
approximate half-power split. It is suggested that the optimization goal be equal
to a value slightly more stringent than the ideal. In this case, the S11 parameter is
optimized 3dB below the optimal value of -20dB for the return loss. This factor of
two should offset any imperfections in the simulation and/or fabrication processes.
The optimizer found that the position of the post (with respect to the geometry
shown in Figure 3.1 above) should be: x = −0.76 cm, z = 0.13 cm, and the post
radius should be 0.676 cm. S-parameter plots from before and after optimization can
be compared below:

Figure 3–2: The S-parameters of the H-Tee splitter show a marked improvement in
the S11 parameter in addition to the maintenance of a proper 3dB power split.
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Feeding networks may also require the use of an E-plane splitter. Below is an
E-Tee splitter that has been used extensively in experiments:

Figure 3–3: The E-plane splitter geometry features a thicker pole towards the input.
In addition, the two outputs differ from the input phase by 180◦ .
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This splitter performs well-enough within the frequency range of interest and does
not require modification:

Figure 3–4: E-plane splitter S-parameter plots

Although combiners are necessary components in any corporate feed network,
no specific selection is simulated. The combination portion of the corporate feed
structure is therefore omitted from the feed designs. It is assumed that this portion
can be designed and simulated. Instead, only the power splitting portion is simulated
in order to present possible routing schemes that maintain equal path length distances
and low return/insertion loss.
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Two additional components are E and H-plane elbow segments. The E-plane
elbow is a simple structure as seen below: The H-plane elbow appears thus:

Figure 3–5: The E-plane elbow showing the 180◦ phase shift between input and
output ports. The path length is 46.04 cm.

Figure 3–6: The H-plane elbow showing the phase agreement between input and
output ports. The path length is 45.35 cm.
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The S-parameter plots are below:

Figure 3–7: S-parameter plots for the E and H-plane elbows

The E-plane elbow segment performs well in the frequency range of interest.
The H-plane elbow, however, suffers from a return loss of greater than -20dB. This
component does not easily lend itself to optimization since its 90◦ angle and its
phase uniformity is important. Therefore, its use is to be avoided if possible in the
networks. Simulations also suggest that the E-plane elbows contribute to high return
losses when several are used. Instead of the elbows, swept bends can be used. These
components are larger but have lower return loss.
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Figure 3–8: The E and H-plane swept bend segments’ phases are the same as their
elbow counterparts. The H-plane bend path length is 65.31 cm; E-plane path length
is 39.09 cm.

Figure 3–9: S-parameters for the swept bends
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The 4 Feed Corporate Network Design:
The corporate feed design is to feed an array of four slotted waveguides spaced
λ0 /4 apart:

Figure 3–10: The 4 feed corporate network occupies 14.61 m3- far too large based
upon the specifications.

This design avoids using elbows because the number of such elements necessary
to construct the system would elevate the return loss to unacceptable levels. Instead,
the swept bends are used. These bends take up much more space, however, and make
it especially difficult to route the waveguides to the antenna inputs. The design above
is minimized to the smallest possible extent. Smaller bend segments could be used
but it would first be necessary to examine their return loss properties.
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Figure 3–11: The return loss plot of the 4 corporate feed network shows low reflection
at the input over the band.
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Figure 3–12: This phase plot shows E-field uniformity at the outputs of the feed
structure. The second feed line is blocked by a structural gap preventing propagation.
Since both the first and second lines have equal path lengths, all ports are in phase.

The return loss calculation remains below -21dB across the band. This feed
network performs well due to the use of the swept bends. The major drawback
remains its volume. An acceptably sized corporate feed for such closely spaced
antenna sub-arrays would without a doubt require the use of tighter bend segments.
The applicability of a corporate feed to this problem is not to be discounted.

3.3

Multi-Source Separate Feed Network:

A separate feed network is designed to direct RF energy from multiple sources
independently to associated antenna elements. Separate feeds allow the antenna to
perform the power combination in the far-field. This results in a lower breakdown
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risk inside the waveguides and antenna. In addition, less complicated structures can
be used to deliver the RF power leading to lighter system weight. One drawback to
this design is the reduction in operational performance if a source fault occurs. The
loss or interruption of a source greatly affects the antenna pattern since a sub-array
is not illuminated. Moreover, little or no variation is allowed in the microwave source
output since all the sources must be kept at a consistent power output level. The
S-parameters, bandwidth, and volume restrictions are unchanged from the corporate
feed.
The 4-4 Network Design:
The first network type to be considered is the 4-4 separate feed. This network
connects four sources to four antenna ports.

Figure 3–13: This 4-4 separate feed network in HFSS occupies 4.887 m3 of volume.
The antenna array attaches to the upper outputs. A vertical spacing of at least
46.04 cm is maintained between adjacent feeds in order to facilitate the placement of
two E-plane elbows to couple adjacent sources for phase locking.
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Figure 3–14: The return loss plots for the 4-4 network show excellent performance
in the frequency band of interest. The insertion losses are not shown but are on the
order of hundredths of a decibel.

Figure 3–15: This phase plot shows E-field uniformity at the outputs of the feed
structure.

The 6-6 Network Design:
A feed network for six sources is provided below. This model presents a different
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design possibility. The six feeds are split into two equal groups composed of every
other feed. The path lengths of all six are equal to maintain phase. Although the
inter-feed spacing between every other feed is within 2cm of λg , the asymmetric coupling requirement for these sources necessitates an odd multiple of λg /2. A vertical
spacing of 46.04 cm between the two levels allows for adjacent source coupling as in
the 4-4 network. In the end, the coupling network dominates the final arrangement
of feeds and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 3–16: The 6-6 separate feed network above uses 2.75 m3. The feeds are
vertically separated by 46.04 cm, which is the distance needed for two E-plane elbows.
This model could accommodate symmetric and asymmetric coupling schemes.
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Figure 3–17: By selecting swept bends over elbows, the return loss of this network
becomes acceptable. Simulations with the elbows resulted in return loss calculations
of about -15dB.
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Figure 3–18: This phase plot shows E-field uniformity at the outputs of the feed
structure.

The feed network simulations are intended to illustrate some of the considerations
that must be taken into account when designing the appropriate feed structure. It
is first necessary to determine whether a corporate or separate feed is needed. This
decision is based upon the source type and number. If the number of source outputs
equals the number of antenna inputs, a separate feed might be advantageous. This
feed is more easily constructed than the corporate feed, however, if a source fault
occurs, both the antenna pattern and output power suffer. The corporate feed is a
more complicated design that requires a power combination stage and splitting stage.
However, if a source shuts off unexpectedly, the antenna pattern will not appreciably
change with the lower power output.
The spacing of the sub-arrays made both feed types difficult to design. More importantly, the poor return loss performance of multiple elbow segments necessitated
the use of swept bends which occupy more volume. The corporate feed network of
Chapter 3 occupies far too much space to make it practical. Perhaps the circular
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waveguide corporate feed would offer an improvement. The feed network simulations
themselves are time consuming since the HFSS mesher encounters difficulty in finding a convergent mesh for such a large structure. These feed network simulations
serve only as a general guide to the designer.
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Antenna Designs

4.1

Pyramidal Horn

Before introducing the slotted array designs, a simulation of a 26dBi pyramidal
horn antenna is conducted. The purpose of this simulation is to offer a comparative
example for the slotted arrays and to demonstrate the aperture area limitation covered in Section 2.5. The horn dimensions illustrate that the aperture area for the
desired gain and frequency is quite large and ungainly. The slotted array designs
in the following sections present a more subdued appearance. The method used to
design the horn follows that of Section 2.5.2.
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After iterating the transcendental equation (for the correct frequency and gain),
the horn dimensions are calculated as the following:
26dB Pyramidal Horn
Dimensions
a1 = 288.3 cm
b1 = 230.8 cm
ρe = 812.9 cm
ρh = 845.8 cm
pe = 761.3 cm
ph = 761.3 cm
The horn aperture area is 6.654 m2. This is almost twice as large as the value
calculated in Section 2.5 using the effective aperture area and gain equation. Below
are H and E-field magnitude plots of the horn while radiating at 915MHz:

Figure 4–1: H and E-field plots respectively from the 26dB pyramidal horn at
915MHz

The magnetic field plot has maxima that separate early from the horn walls.
The E-field plot does not exhibit this behavior. It is possible that the H-plane
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dimension of the horn is larger than necessary, resulting in the disagreement between
the theoretical aperture area and this horn’s aperture. However, HFSS calculates
that the horn is achieving the desired gain of 26dBi (with an S11 of -31dB):

Figure 4–2: 3-D gain plot of the 26dB horn in HFSS

This horn simulation highlights the challenge of designing tactical and mobile
P-band microwave antennas. The sheer size of the required aperture area is a great
burden on the system designer. The traveling wave slotted array antennas allow this
aperture area to be positioned conformally due to their off-axis radiation. As will be
seen, however, these slotted arrays suffer from limitations that must be taken into
consideration.
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4.2

Leaky Traveling Wave Antenna Arrays

This section covers the design, simulation, and computational results of leaky wave
antenna arrays that couple a traveling wave to free-space through waveguide broadwall slots. First, the shunt slot design method is thoroughly detailed, followed by
the analogue series slot method. Both slot types are covered from the single subarray level to two, four, and six waveguide arrays. The corresponding far-field gain,
S-parameter, polarization, and/or field plots of each slot type are shown. Further
results are available in Appendix A, which presents a number of variations to the
arrays.

4.2.1

Design of Leaky Traveling Wave Antenna Arrays with
Shunt Slots:

Non-resonant slotted antennas which use a traveling wave propagating in waveguide
have associated design methods which are well-known. The approach used by Dion in
the 1950’s is favored because it simplifies the process. It was conceived as a method
by which offset shunt slots in the broad-wall of the waveguide could be designed to
yield a given aperture distribution, beam direction, beamwidth, and side-lobe level.
The assumption inherent in this approach is the consideration of a slotted waveguide
exceeding ten wavelengths in length. Such radiative structures can be simplified as
continuous line source emitters for purposes of applying an aperture distribution.
Offsetting slots in the broad-wall of a waveguide is one method for varying the
amount of coupling between the traveling wave inside the waveguide and a freespace wave radiating outward. As in Figure 2-9, the interior surface currents in the
waveguide for a T E10 mode are more effectively interrupted by slots placed parallel to
the direction of the traveling wave and away from the centerline. Consequently, offset
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resonant slots will form a discreet aperture distribution. As more slots are added
to this linear leaky wave array, the effective aperture distribution approximates a
continuous line source.[11]
One limitation of the Dion method is its neglect of mutual coupling between
adjacent slots. If coupling is so severe that the antenna performance is negatively
affected, the design approach favored by Oliner is more appropriate.[6] Because mutual coupling effects increase as the slot conductance increases, it is necessary to
include enough slots in the linear array to suppress reflections below -20dB. Collin
and Zucker’s Antenna Theory Part 1 uses a gmax (maximum conductance) value of
0.2 for a 10 element array which exhibits a -20dB return loss.[8] As the length of the
array increases, the aperture distribution is made smoother and lower slot conductances are required. The limitations on slot conductance dictate an upper limit on
the efficiency of traveling wave non-resonant slotted arrays. Not all of the power will
be coupled into the free-space propagating wave and thus a matched load is required
at the termination of each waveguide to attenuate the remaining power. Therefore,
the goal is to make such a leaky wave array as efficient as possible (> 85%) while
keeping its length within reasonable limits for mobile platforms.
Before calculating the shunt slot offsets along the centerline, attention must be
paid to eliminating second order beams, or grating lobes.[11] As explained in Chapter
2, these lobes are a result of the discreet radiators (slots) that comprise the array.
Dion’s formula assumes a linear aperture and the grating lobes are a physical consequence of this imperfect assumption. The product of the array and element factors
is dependent on the direction of the main beam off of end-fire defined as the angle
φ. Field maxima at angle φm occur according to the simplified equation:[11]


λ δ
−m
cosφm =
d 2π

(4.1)

Here, d is the slot separation distance. The integer m can yield more than one φm ,
which represents the mathematical explanation for these grating lobes. Both Dion
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and Gruenberg have offered ways to suppress such unwanted lobes.[11],[34] Dion’s
method, which is used in this approach, is the most simple. It involves a proper
selection of d, δ, and m to place the closest second order beam in the invisible region
just beyond the axis of the array.
The maximum element separation distance is expressed by Dion as:

d0 =

λ0
1 + |cosφm |

(4.2)

This value represents the aiming of the second order beam nearest to the main lobe
towards the array axis. For longitudinal shunt slots, this direction lies in a region
that is invisible since no radiation is emitted on axis from the slots. Moreover, slot
separation aims the main beam towards the desired direction of maximum radiation.
Consequently, it is necessary to design the array to suppress the grating lobes while
directing the principle beam at the preferred angle φm from end-fire. The actual
separation distance in the design must be slightly reduced from this value to push
the increased beamwidth of the second order beam entirely into invisible space. This
is due to a beamwidth relation that increases as the beam is directed towards endfire. Relative to a broadside array half-power beamwidth of β0, the non-resonant
array half-power beamwidth β is expressed as:[11]

β=

β0
sin φm

(4.3)

The maximum separation distance is thus the means by which a leaky wave
linear array of slots can radiate in a direction off broadside. In the figure below, the
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relationship between d0 and the main lobe beam direction is shown.

Figure 4–3: In this plot, φm is the main lobe angle with respect to end-fire. Excerpted
from [11].

A selection of the phase difference δ between slots is needed to ensure that the
principle beam can be directed properly. For traveling wave slotted arrays, the
equation for the phase difference is below:[11]

δ=

2πd
λg

(4.4)

If the equation for d0 is substituted into the above equation, a ratio of λ/λg is
obtainable for forward traveling wave slotted arrays:[11]
λ
= cosφm + m(1 + cosφm )
λg

(4.5)

For a given direction of main beam propagation φm , the integer m can be selected to
determine the ratio of the free-space to guide wavelength. The figure below illustrates
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the different lines of m and their relation to the principle beam direction.

Figure 4–4: Wavelength ratio versus m value as excerpted from [11].

In addition to the forward beams, one can design the linear array to direct the
main lobe towards the feed input of the waveguide. Such ‘backward’ propagating
beams are defined by a similar version of the equation above:[11]
λ
= cosφm + m(1 − cosφm )
λg

(4.6)

Such designs are of note because the line m = 1 directs second order beams into an
invisible region regardless of the spacing d.
The wavelength ratio between the free-space and guide waves is adjustable
through the use of dielectric loading material and by changing the waveguide dimensions. Assuming that the waveguide is filled uniformly with a given dielectric and is
operating in the dominant mode, the ratio of wavelengths becomes:[11]
√
λ
= 0.7 r
λg

(4.7)

With the separation distance d0 evaluated, the design process continues with
the selection of an appropriate amplitude distribution. This distribution is used
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to calculate the individual slot conductances. The Taylor and Dolph-Chebyshev
distributions are possible distributions because of their flexibility in selecting side
lobe level.[49] More current techniques utilize numerical optimization. The Taylor
distribution assumes a line source which is approximate for linear arrays with twenty
or more individual radiating elements.[11] The selected distribution is represented by
a polynomial which is inserted into the equation relating the value of the polynomial
along the array to a normalized conductance value per unit length:[11]
f (p)−30dB = 1 + 0.581cos(p) − 0.030cos(2p) + 0.003cos(3p) + 0.002cos(4p) (4.8)
h
i2
π f (p)
(4.9)
g(p) =  R h
i2  R h
i2 
π
p
1
f
(p)
f
(p)
l · 1−r
dp
−
dp
−π
−π
Where l represents the half-length of the linear array, r is the fractional power at the
load, and p is equal to the following expression in terms of a distance x along the
array:
p=

πx
l

(4.10)

Using a computational math program, the normalized conductance per unit
length can be found by substituting values of x into p corresponding to the locations of the slots. These locations are themselves computed by dividing the array
length of 2l into increments of the maximum separation distance d0 .
Once the slot locations and slot normalized conductances are calculated, the latter
values must be converted to physical offsets from the centerline. A.F. Stevenson’s
formula relating slot offset to conductance g allows for this conversion:[11]


 
aλg
πλ
2
2 πy
g = 2.09
cos
sin
bλ
2λg
a

(4.11)

Once again, this equation is easily solved for the variable y using an iterative computer program. With values of offset for each slot, the dimensions can be input into
the HFSS modeler and simulated.
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4.2.2

Design of Leaky Traveling Wave Antenna Arrays with
Series Slots:

Series slots differ from longitudinal shunt slots in their circuit model approximation,
but their design method is quite similar. Series slots are placed on the broad wall
centerline and canted at an angle φ to the waveguide axis. Since they are no longer
end-to-end in their placement, successive series slots suffer from mutual coupling to
a much greater extent than in the shunt slot case. The process for dealing with
significant mutual coupling is dealt with in many sources following the variational
technique.[6] As was mentioned in Section 2.6, larger arrays mitigate the effects of
this coupling.
Since the slot angles can be controlled just like the slot offsets of the shunt slot
arrays, the design process of the series slots demands a similar approach. Therefore,
the Dion scheme for designing linear arrays of slots is applicable. The selection of
the amplitude distribution and maximum slot spacing to mitigate grating lobes is
identical to the process described in the last section. However, instead of calculating
for normalized slot conductance of the linear array, a normalized slot resistance is
computed:
h
i2
π f (p)
r(p) =  R h
i2  R h
i2 
π
p
1
f (p) dp − −π f (p) dp
l · 1−r
−π

(4.12)

This equation is in the same form as Equation 4.8. Next, this normalized slot resistance is related to the slot inclination angle by means of the following equation:
 λ3 h
i
λg
0
r = 0.131
A1(φ)sin(φ) + A2 (φ)cos(φ)
(4.13)
λg ab
2a


πζ
cos πξ
cos
2
2
=⇒ A1 =
+
1 − ξ2
1 − ζ2


πζ
cos πξ
cos
2
2
=⇒ A2 =
−
1 − ξ2
1 − ζ2
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−→ ξ =

λ0
λ0
cos(φ) − sin(φ)
λg
2a

−→ ζ =

λ0
λ0
cos(φ) + sin(φ)
λg
2a

An iterative computer program can solve for the angles φ for each slot in the array.

4.2.3

Simulations of Leaky Wave Antenna Arrays:

This section presents a description of the design and simulation of both shunt slot and
series slot traveling wave arrays. Each design was simulated in a step-wise fashion
starting with an individual sub-array followed by arrays of two, four, and finally
six sub-arrays. A further round of simulation for eight sub-arrays is presented in
Appendix A. Limitations on the dimensions of the array were imposed to restrict
the solution pool to designs which were feasible for mobile applications. An upper
size limit was set arbitrarily to an area of four meters long by three meters wide.
The upper length limit allows for a 20 element array, which permits the neglect
of mutual coupling effects. The performance criteria also used to guide the design
process included the following:

1. High gain in the main beam (> 25dBi of main beam gain)
2. High efficiency sub-arrays (< -8dB for insertion loss measurements)
3. Low return loss (< -23dB in return loss measurements)
4. Fan beam pattern (10◦ full-half-power beamwidth in either parallel or perpendicular plane relative to the array plane)
5. Low side lobe level for safe exposure (< -15dB)
6. Tactical suitability (easily camouflaged or conformal design)
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The use of the insertion loss measurement to gauge radiation efficiency is justified by
the low metal loss in the WR-975 waveguide. A matched-load terminated simulation
of the waveguide over the 30MHz bandwidth shows that the metal losses are minimal
(a fraction of 1dB). The insertion loss of the slotted waveguide is therefore a primary
measurement of the radiated power through the slots.
Design 1: Shunt Slot Sub-array and Array:
The first priority is to validate the method of Dion for the mitigation of grating
lobes and the placement of the main beam. Because of the set dimensions of WR975 waveguide, φm was limited to a calculated value of 42◦ (see Equation 4.5). The
initial sub-array design below features slot offsets intended to yield 95% efficiency
and a side lobe level of 30dB using the polynomial listed in Section 4.1.1.
The following slot conductances and slot offsets result from the iteration of Equations 4.9 and 4.11:

Figure 4–5: Slot conductance distribution for a 95% efficient, -30dB side lobe level
shunt slot sub-array.

The HFSS implementation of this sub-array is below. The waveguide is simulated
as an aluminum structure with the radiation boundary λ/4 away from the structure.
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Figure 4–6: The required slot offsets in meters from the centerline for the design
criteria. The offsets must be on the same side of the centerline so that the radiation
is in phase.

Figure 4–7: A single shunt slot sub-array with slots 2.2cm wide, λ/4 in length
(16.39cm at 915MHz), spaced 17.0cm apart.
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Figure 4–8: θ and φ plane gain plots for the single shunt slot sub-array indicate the
expected beam direction.
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Figure 4–9: S-Parameter plots for the single shunt slot sub-array yield a radiation
efficiency of 97% and an S11 of -42dB.

The noteworthy findings of this simulation include a close proximity to the expected main beam angle of 42◦ with no visible grating lobe toward the input port
direction (θ > 135◦ ). Also, the beam is canted slightly off of the waveguide centerline
on the side opposite the slots (3◦ in φ). The phase center is approximately located
at the thirteenth slot, which has the highest offset and hence the highest radiation.

Next, two sub-arrays are simulated at a separation of λ/4 or 8.196cm (waveguide
edge to waveguide edge). A baffle is added in between the waveguides to redirect
some of the diffracted waves. At this stage in the design, a test is made by changing
the boundary conditions of the problem. The radiation boundary box is set at
three different distances from the structure. Figure 4–10 shows the boundary at
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the minimum allowed distance of λ/4. Figure 4–11 and Figure 4–12 have expanded
boundary distances directly above the slots of λ/2 and λ respectively. The results
from all three simulations are presented in the subsequent graphs:

Figure 4–10: The first 2x1 shunt slot array model with baffles uses the minimum
radiation boundary separation distance of λ/4 on all sides.

Figure 4–11: The second array model includes a larger radiation boundary to test the
accuracy of the minimum conditions used in Figure 4.10a. The boundary is λ/4 from
the sides and bottom, while the top surface is a distance of λ/2 from the boundary.
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Figure 4–12: The third array model includes a yet larger radiation boundary to test
the accuracy of the minimum conditions used in Figure 4.10b. The boundary is λ/4
from the sides and bottom, while the top surface is a distance of λ from the boundary.

Figure 4–13: HFSS produces these insertion loss plots for the three arrays.
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Figure 4–14: The θ gain plot in the plane of maximum gain for all three boundary
conditions

Figure 4–15: The φ gain plot in the plane of maximum gain for all three boundary
conditions. For angles within 30◦ of the main beam, the two large boundary plots
agree within 1dB.

The gain plots reveal that the far-field results of the mid and large size radiation
boundaries are quite close. Variation appears mainly off of the main beam in the side
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lobes. In the relatively low power levels of the side lobes, the affect of the different
meshes impacts the gain pattern. This indicates that the simulated diffraction around
the array sides varies depending on the boundary location.

The array is now expanded to four waveguides, each with the slot offsets in the
same direction (+x).

Figure 4–16: 4x1 shunt slot array model with baffles. The input ports are in the
foreground and numbered left to right. The radiation boundary is λ above the slots
and at least λ/4 elsewhere.
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Figure 4–17: The S-parameter performance of the 4x1 array. The highest return loss
is less than -33dB in the third waveguide. The insertion loss varies from -14dB to
-21dB in the array, indicating radiation efficiencies in excess of 96%.

The array produces a main beam gain of 24.3dBi. The beam is directed 44◦
above end-fire in θ. In the φ plane, the beam is located at 90◦ , or directly above the
waveguide axis. The beamwidth is approximately 9◦ in θ and 19◦ in φ.

The 4x1 shunt slot array exhibits the primary limitation in beam squint for
slotted arrays. Since the slot spacing cannot be less than the slot length (lest the
slots overlap each other), the beam squint angle is no less than 44◦ from end-fire.
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Figure 4–18: The φ plane gain plot shows the maximum at 90◦ , with a side lobe level
of approximately 14dB. Note the diffraction lobe located near 270◦ .

Figure 4–19: The θ plane gain plot shows a maximum at 44◦ . The beam squint
is being reduced by either the array factor or the increased mutual coupling in the
larger array. Backscatter in the waveguide probably forms the side lobe at 131◦ which
is about 90◦ from the main beam. The side lobe level is 22dB.
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Figure 4–20: The 3-D gain plot shows the main beam and side lobes. The beam is
clearly wide in the φ plane, an effect that is expected to be reduced by increasing
the array to six waveguides.

The array is now expanded to six waveguides. A lip baffle is added along the
sides of the outboard waveguides of length λ0 /8 to extend the corner further from
the slots. The total width of this array is 2.02 m. The length remains unchanged
at 3.73 m. The total geometric area of this antenna is 7.53 square meters. The
geometric aperture area of the slots comprises only 5% of this area or 0.433 square
meters. This total area is almost twice the minimum effective aperture area of 3.406
square meters for 26dB of gain as calculated in Section 2.4. Therefore, the aperture
efficiency of this antenna is approximately 50%.
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Figure 4–21: The 6x1 shunt slot array with λ/8 baffled edges to reduce diffraction
lobe at φ = 270◦ . The radiation boundary is located λ/4 from the bottom and sides
and λ from the radiating surface.

The peak gain of this array is 26.8dBi and the main beam is directed at 45◦ in θ
and 90◦ in φ. The lip baffles did not eliminate the diffraction lobe at φ = 270◦ . The
side lobe level in the φ plane is 13dB. The main beam has shifted along the θ plane
a further degree to 45◦ . This is the best squint performance that was achieved for
the 6x1 array model.
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Figure 4–22: The array’s θ plane gain plot at 915MHz. The side lobe level in this
plane is -26dB. The beamwidth is 9◦ .
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Figure 4–23: The array’s φ plane gain plot at 915MHz. The side lobe level in this
plane is -14dB. The beamwidth is 12◦ .
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Figure 4–24: The antenna’s return loss calculations indicate that there is very little
reflection at the waveguide inputs across the entire 30MHz bandwidth (VSWR from
1.00 to 1.03). The insertion loss variation indicates that the slots become less efficient
radiators at the upper end of the frequency band but still above the 85% specification
(no less than 87% efficient).
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Figure 4–25: 3-D gain plot of the 6x1 shunt slot array showing main beam and
diffraction lobe at φ = 270◦ .

Mutual coupling between the sub-arrays is an important consideration. Although
the pattern appears to meet expectations, the high power used in HPM systems
means that even minute coupling can cause energy to travel back to the source,
potentially causing damage. The coupling environment in the 6x1 shunt slot array
can be broken into two parts: coupling from one input to another input and coupling
from one input to adjacent outputs. The former coupling type is the most dangerous
because it leads directly to the source. For all six waveguides, this coupling factor is
below -35dB for the entire frequency range. The forward coupling is plotted below
for the first, third, and sixth waveguides. The S-matrix for the waveguide ports
numbers the inputs from one to six and the outputs from seven to twelve beginning
with the right-most waveguide in Figure 4–21.
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Figure 4–26: The forward coupling in the first, third, and sixth waveguides. The
highest coupling occurs between the input of the second waveguide and the output
of the first waveguide. This coupling comprises about 5%.

The forward coupling can be mitigated through the use of a matched load at the
waveguide outputs. This load is necessary in any event to absorb the non-radiated
power without reflection. The low level of backward coupling towards the source
indicates that the coupling environment is safe for high power operation.
HFSS calculates the characteristic port impedance by using the Zvi formula in
Chapter 1. These impedances vary linearly with frequency. The six waveguides have
impedances within 1Ω of each other spanning 399Ω − 389Ω from 900MHz to 930MHz
respectively. The imaginary component of these port impedances is on the order of
hundredths of an ohm. Impedance decreases with frequency since the cross-sectional
area of the waveguide becomes larger relative to the wavelength.
From the theory presented in Section 2.5.2, the polarization of the final array is
expected to be primarily in the φ plane. The spherical far-field polarization shows
that ratio of the magnitudes of φ to θ polarization is 30:1 in the θ plane.
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Figure 4–27: These gain plots in the θ plane show the beam behavior as it relates to
frequency. Red is at 900MHz, blue is 915MHz, and green is 930MHz.
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Figure 4–28: These gain plots in the φ plane show the beam behavior as it relates
to frequency. Red is at 900MHz, blue is 915MHz, and green is 930MHz.

The bandwidth of the shunt slot array is assessed by evaluating the S-parameter
plots and the gain plots above. In terms of return loss and radiation efficiency, the
antenna performs well throughout the band of interest. The gain performance as a
function of frequency does vary. At 900MHz, the main beam has a reduced maximum
gain of about 26dB and a θ beamwdith 1◦ wider than the center frequency. Moreover,
the beam has a squint angle of 46◦ compared to 45◦ at the center frequency. The θ
side lobe level has increased by a factor of two to -23dB. At 930MHz, the beam has
about the same gain, beamwidth, and side lobe performance and an squint angle of
44◦ from end-fire. In the φ plane, the plots are quite similar to one another. This
comparison corroborates Equation 4.2 in that the shorter wavelength at 930MHz
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radiates closer to end-fire for a given slot spacing.

Figure 4–29: A side view of the logarithmic E-field magnitude plot. Some relative
E-field maxima appear below the array as a result of wrap-around displacement
currents causing a diffraction lobe.

Figure 4–30: A top view of the logarithmic H-field magnitude plot.

As with the 2x1 array, the radiation boundary is changed to test the results of the
simulation. The new boundary is λ/2 from the slotted surface of the waveguides. A
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comparison of the gain pattern and S-parameters of these two boundary conditions
shows good agreement. The return loss plots of the smaller boundary problem show
increases of several decibels but all plots remain well below -30dB. The radiation
efficiency of the array inside the smaller boundary remains within one to two decibels
of the larger boundary. Finally, the gain patterns at 900MHz, 915MHz, and 930MHz
are within one to two decibels to the larger boundary results. Consequently, the
array performance is validated to the extent that the results are reproduced using a
different boundary condition.
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Design 2: Series Slot Sub-array and Array:
The series slot sub-array is designed by iterating Equations 4.12 and 4.13. The resulting plot of the normalized resistance distribution along the waveguide is obtained.
The individual slot resistances are sampled from this distribution at the slot spacing
distance of 17 cm. The slot angles are obtained from Equation 4.13 with respect to
the waveguide centerline. Slot width remains unchanged at 2.2 cm.

Figure 4–31: The normalized slot resistance distribution as calculated from Equations
4.12 and 4.13.
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Figure 4–32: The required slot inclinations in degrees from centerline for the design
criteria. The inclinations must be on the same side of the centerline so that the
radiation is in phase.

Figure 4–33: The resulting series slot sub-array appears above with slots canted
counter-clockwise towards the x-axis. The input port is at the bottom of the figure.
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Figure 4–34: The series slot S-parameters over the frequency band of interest. The
radiation efficiency of the sub-array at 915MHz is about 94%.
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The 2x1 series slot array design is constructed identically to the shunt slot version
above. The boundary condition expansion is applied likewise.

Figure 4–35: The first 2x1 series slot array model with baffles uses the minimum
radiation boundary separation distance of λ/4 on all sides.

Figure 4–36: The second array model includes a larger radiation boundary to test the
accuracy of the minimum conditions used in Figure 4–10. The boundary is λ/4 from
the sides and bottom, while the top surface is a distance of λ/2 from the boundary.
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Figure 4–37: The third array model includes a yet larger radiation boundary to test
the accuracy of the minimum conditions used in Figure 4–35. The boundary is λ/4
from the sides and bottom, while the top surface is a distance of λ from the boundary.

Figure 4–38: HFSS produces these return loss plots for the three arrays. The midsized radiation boundary results lie within 1dB of the larger boundary.

The return loss plots above show that the HFSS solver answers are dependent
upon the boundary separation distance. Although the program instructions assert
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that a λ/4 distance is acceptable, the computational error decreases if the boundary
is expanded outward. It is expected that the true insertion loss over this sweep would
lie between the mid and large size lines. For the purposes of this study, further simulations use the large boundary as it is considered more accurate. The insertion loss
plots varied from -33dB to -41db across the band. These values are below typical
experimental thresholds and thus are only significant in that they are far below -20dB.

Figure 4–39: The θ gain plot in plane of maximum gain for all three boundary
conditions.
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Figure 4–40: The φ gain plot in plane of maximum gain for all three boundary
conditions.

The variation in results seen above in the S-parameter and gain plots is reminiscent of the Narda horn simulation in Chapter 1. By adjusting the size of the radiation
box, the problem is altered in two ways: the meshing of the space is different, and
the boundary conditions change. Changing the meshing operation leads to differences in the mesh element size and orientation. This becomes more noticeable the
further from the array structure one looks. The movement of the boundary surface
further away from the slots gives the free-space waves more room to propagate before
being absorbed by the boundary. Consequently, the angle of incidence can change
leading to a less efficient boundary. Because of these uncertainties, it is extremely
beneficial to conduct boundary tests and also to use the largest possible boundary
in the direction of primary radiation.
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The array is now expanded to four waveguides, each with the slot offsets in the
same direction (+x):

Figure 4–41: 4x1 shunt slot array model with baffles. The input ports are in the
foreground and numbered left to right. The radiation boundary is λ above the slots
and at least λ/4 elsewhere.
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Figure 4–42: The S-parameter performance of the 4x1 array. The highest return loss
is less than -32dB in the first waveguide. The insertion loss varies from -7.9dB to
-15dB in the array, indicating radiation efficiencies in excess of 85% over all but the
highest 3MHz of the band. For 927MHz-930MHz, the efficiency drops slightly below
85%.

The array produces a main beam gain of 24.6dBi. The beam is directed 45◦
above end-fire in θ. In the φ plane, the beam is located at 91◦ . The beamwidth is
approximately 8◦ in θ and 18◦ in φ. The 4x1 series slot array performs similarly to
the shunt slot array of its size.
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Figure 4–43: The φ plane gain plot shows the maximum at 91◦ , with a side lobe level
of approximately 13dB.

Figure 4–44: The θ plane gain plot shows a maximum at 45◦ . The side lobe level is
13dB. There is a noticeable shoulder at 31◦ which does not exist in the shunt slot
array gain pattern.
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Figure 4–45: The 3-D gain plot shows the main beam and side lobes. Just as in the
4x1 shunt slot array, the beam is wide in the φ plane, an effect that is expected to
be reduced by increasing the array to six waveguides.

The array is now expanded to six waveguides. A lip baffle is added along the
sides of the outboard waveguides of length λ0 /8 to extend the corner further from
the slots. The total width of this array is 2.02 m. The length remains unchanged at
3.73 m. The total area of this antenna is 7.53 square meters. These are the same
dimensions as the 6x1 shunt slot array simulated above.
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Figure 4–46: Input ports for this 6x1 series slot array are located along the bottom
of the figure. The clockwise rotation of the slots is equivalent to offsetting shunt
slots to the right side of the centerline. The z axis points into the page under the x
axis line.

Figure 4–47: The array’s θ plane gain plot at 915MHz. The side lobe level in this
plane is -25dB. The beamwidth is 8◦ .
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Figure 4–48: The array’s φ plane gain plot at 915MHz. The side lobe level in this
plane is -12dB. The beamwidth is 13.5◦ .

Figure 4–49: The antenna’s return loss calculations convert to VSWR values of 1.01
to 1.06 in the waveguides. The insertion loss variation indicates that the slots become
less efficient radiators at the upper end of the frequency band. The plots fall below
the 85% efficiency specification above 924MHz in waveguides three, four, and five.
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Figure 4–50: 3-D gain plot of the 6x1 series slot array showing main beam and
diffraction lobe at φ = 270◦ .

The mutual coupling performance of the series slots is presented below. Once
again, both forward and reverse coupling is considered. As with the shunt slot array,
the latter is quite low (below -40dB) over the band. Therefore, its effect is expected
to be negligible in a physical array.
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Figure 4–51: The forward coupling in the first, third, and sixth waveguides. The
highest coupling occurs between the input of the first waveguide and the output of
the third waveguide. This coupling comprises about 6%.

Once again, a matched load at the waveguide outputs absorbs the forward coupled
energy. The impedance seen at the port inputs vary linearly with frequency. The
six waveguides have impedances within 1Ω of each other spanning 399Ω − 389Ω
from 900MHz to 930MHz respectively. The imaginary component of these port
impedances is on the order of hundredths of an ohm.
From the theory presented in Section 2.5.2, the polarization of the final series
array is expected to be split in both the φ and θ planes. The spherical far-field
polarization is calculated by means of a comparison of the φ and θ component magnitudes in the main beam. Compared to the shunt slot polarization, this array
exhibits a much lower average φ to θ magnitude ratio. Indeed, the ratio is 1:1 in the
main beam at θ = 45◦ .
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Figure 4–52: These gain plots in the θ plane show the beam behavior as it relates to
frequency. Blue is at 900MHz, red is 915MHz, and green is 930MHz.
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Figure 4–53: These gain plots in the φ plane show the beam behavior as it relates
to frequency. Blue is at 900MHz, red is 915MHz, and green is 930MHz.

The bandwidth of the series slot array is assessed by evaluating the S-parameter
plots and the gain plots above. In terms of radiation efficiency, the antenna drops
below the specifications around 924MHz. At 900MHz, the main beam has a reduced
maximum gain of about 25dB and a θ beamwidth 2◦ wider than the center frequency.
Moreover, the beam has a squint angle of 47◦ compared to 45◦ at the center frequency.
The θ side lobe level has increased to -23dB. At 930MHz, the beam has the same
peak gain and beamwidth as at 915MHz. The side lobe performance and squint
angle of 44◦ from end-fire. In the φ plane, the 900MHz plot shows a uniform 1dB
gain reduction.
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Figure 4–54: A side view of the logarithmic E-field magnitude plot. Some relative
E-field maxima appear below the array as a result of wrap-around displacement
currents causing a diffraction lobe.

Figure 4–55: A top view of the logarithmic H-field magnitude plot.

The radiation boundary above the slots is reduced to λ/2 to test the results of
the simulation. A comparison of the gain pattern and S-parameters of these two
boundary conditions shows good agreement. The return loss plots of the smaller
boundary problem remain below -30dB. The radiation efficiency of the array inside
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the smaller boundary remains within one to two decibels of the larger boundary.
The 2dB disagreement occurs at the lower frequencies and higher efficiencies, representing very minute differences in radiation efficiency percentage (on the order of
1%). Finally, the gain patterns at 900MHz, 915MHz, and 930MHz are within one to
two decibels to the larger boundary results. The larger variations are located in the
side lobes. In addition, the grating lobe at φ = 270◦ is lower in the larger boundary
problem. Consequently, the array performance is validated to the extent that the
results are reproduced using a different boundary condition.

4.3

Resonant Slotted Arrays

The design of resonant slotted array antennas is much different from the process used
by Dion with the traveling wave arrays. The theoretical explanation of these antennas
is found in Chapter 2. The design approach used herein is adapted from the eighth
chapter of R.S. Elliott’s Antenna Theory and Design. Elliott presents a method for
finding initial slot lengths and offsets based upon the desired feeding arrangement and
slot voltage distribution. He next extends his approach to correct for mutual coupling
among the slots. Finally, Elliott presents the X-band sub-array design taking into
account the mutual coupling. This section provides a brief overview of the design
equations as well as the resulting slot offsets and lengths used in Elliott’s example
array scaled to L-band. The array is then simulated and the results presented.
Although a multitude of different arrays can be considered for design, this thesis
presents a single, end-fed array. The design offered by Elliott is neither efficient nor
necessarily practical for HPM applications. In addition, the scaling of the problem
introduces some variations which will change the array’s behavior. A more efficient
and higher gain antenna than Elliott’s can be designed using appropriate slot voltages and larger antenna arrays. It is sufficient, however, to demonstrate one key
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characteristic of the resonant slotted array: its broadside antenna pattern.

4.3.1

Design of Resonant Wave Antenna Arrays with Shunt
Slots:

Both series and shunt slots can radiate energy from resonant structures. Here, we
consider only longitudinal shunt slots placed in the broadwall of a rectangular structure with the cross-sectional dimensions of a WR-975 waveguide. As with the leaky
wave antennas, the simulated slots are rectangular in shape. In addition, the slot
width remains 2.0cm to suppress back-scattering, while the slot length is roughly
λ/2. As stated in Chapter 2, slot placement along the resonant structure alternates
every λg /2 and a shorted end lies λg /4 from the center of the last slot (see Figure
2-4).
A designer of resonant slots seeks to implement a given slot voltage amplitude
distribution by adjusting the slot’s offset. For this example, the desired distribution
is 1:2:2:1 among four slots. This indicates that the middle two slots should have
twice the slot voltage amplitude as the first and last slot. The correct slot offset
and input match for the end-fed array can be found by simultaneously solving the
following two equations[4]:


sin πxa 2 sin(v(x2))
sin πxa 1 sin(v(x1))
h 
i
i
= −2 h 
β
β
cos k v(x2) − cos(v(x2))
cos k v(x1) − cos(v(x1))




2 πx1
2 πx2
+ sin
1.177 sin
= 1/2
a
a
=⇒ x1 = slot 1 offset
=⇒ x2 = slot 2 offset
=⇒ a = waveguide width
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=⇒ b = waveguide heighth
=⇒ k = 2π/λ
=⇒ β = freespace wavenumber
=⇒ v(x) = 1.517 + 1.822x2
These initial x values represent slot offsets without considering mutual coupling.
Lengths are found by solving the following relationship between v(x) and length
lr (x)[4]:
v(x) = klr (x)

(4.16)

In order to account for the mutual coupling, Elliott assumes the slots are dipoles,
allowing for the calculation of the inter-dipole mutual impedance. These values can
be used to find the active admittance of the dipoles:
Zna = Znn + Znb

(4.17)

Znb is the mutual coupling factor in this equation while Znn represents the dipole’s
loaded self-impedance. The imaginary component of Zna can be corrected to zero by
simultaneously solving the following four equations.[4]
Im

480f12
= +13.75
g(x1)h(y1 )

(4.18)

Im

480f22
= +11.37
g(x2)(y2 )

(4.19)

1.000 Y1a /G0
Y22 /G0
= −2
f2
0.999 f1

(4.20)

Y1a Y2a
+
= 1/2
G0 G0

(4.21)

=⇒ fn =

πxn 
cos(βln ) − cos(kln )
sin
sin(kln )
a
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=⇒ y1 = slot 1 length

=⇒ y2 = slot 2 length

=⇒ Yn /G0 = isolated slot admittance

The following slot offsets and lengths result having taken mutual coupling into
account (these values are scaled by the waveguide width dimension ratio of WR-90
to WR-975; a factor of 10.84):
Slot Offsets

Slot Lengths

x1 = 2.37 cm

l1 = 16.174 cm

x2 = −4.85 cm l2 = 16.584 cm

Figure 4–56: The HFSS model of the resonant sub-array designed above using Elliott’s method. The structure is based on the dimensions of WR-975 waveguide. The
radiation boundary is λ/4 from the sides and bottom and λ from the slotted surface.
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The array function of HFSS is now used to construct a 4x2 array of identical
sub-array elements. The side-by-side elements are fed at the outside and shorted in
the center of the array. The sub-array element spacing is λ0 /4 or 8.197 cm in x and
slightly less than λg in y. The latter distance is to put adjacent slots of the two
sub-arrays in phase agreement at 3λg /2. The array has a surface area of 3.03 m2 .

Figure 4–57: The 4x2 resonant array design uses this model as the computational
cell for the array function.
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Figure 4–58: The return loss plot of the array shows the inefficiency of this design.
More than 20% of the power is reflected back to the input. A more efficient design
is needed for a practical array.
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Figure 4–59: The ZX-plane gain plot shows a main beam gain of 21.7dBi. The side
lobe level is 9dB.
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Figure 4–60: The ZY-plane gain plot shows a side lobe level of 7dB.

Figure 4–61: The 3D gain plot of the resonant array.
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Figure 4–62: Polarization plot

As expected, the resonant slots radiate electromagnetic waves polarized in the
along their width. Electric field vector plots are seen in Figure 2–15. One improvement to this design is the addition of a conductor plate joining the sub-array faces
together in order to redirect the diffraction waves towards the front.
Conclusion:
The simulations of the shunt and series slot arrays reveal important attributes of the
antennas. The most surprising attribute is the radiation efficiency of the simulated
models. While the return loss is kept well below the -20dB threshold, the efficiency
of the sub-arrays remains relatively high across much of the band. The insertion
loss measurement, which is used to evaluate the radiation efficiency, is greater at the
lower end of the band. The material losses do not change dramatically across this
bandwidth for WR-975 waveguide. Since the peak gain is at its lowest at 900MHz,
the additional coupling is broadening the main beam and increasing the θ plane back
lobe. The series slots perform similarly to the shunt arrays, though the squint angle
performance is not quite as good.
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Conclusions

The results of the antenna design simulations can be summarized in tabular form
for ease of reference. This table is provided on the following page. The feed design
conclusions are found at the end of Chapter 3.
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5.1

Antenna Designs

Figure 5–1: Summarized results for the four antennas simulated in HFSS.
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5.2

Future Work and Design Tree Comments

Future Work:
The radiative structures simulated in this study are not new, most of them having
originated in microwave experiments conducted just after the Second World War.
However, the full potential of slotted array antennas in HPM applications has not
been fully explored. Edge wall slot arrays are a variation of this antenna type which
hold promise. In addition, hybrid designs incorporating multiple antenna types might
allow for better off-axis performance. One such hybrid is the combination of a slotted array and reflector plow to redirect the radiation and shape the beam. Another
example would be to replace the matched load at the end of the waveguides with an
antenna to radiate the remaining power in a variable direction. Another possibility
is the simulation of different waveguide dielectric materials in order to achieve larger
squint angles (albeit with increased beamwidth). While the usefulness of computer
simulation is certainly demonstrated in this study, no computational model can promote the same level of confidence in a design as experimentation. Experimentation
is therefore the preferred and final test of a model.
Design Tree Comments:
The choice of feed and antenna is based upon considerations of both the source, the
platform, and the intended application. In practice, one or more of the following
criteria could be deemed of primary importance, effectively selecting the antenna by
default. Source type, number, size, output level, and coupling scheme must all figure
in the final product. The expected size, layout, and aperture area of the antenna
must also be considered. Indeed, the selection process is interdependent in that the
antenna and feed considerations are often a function of each other. All of these
engineering concerns must be weighed against the platform’s available space, dimensions, and appearance in order to meet tactical objectives. This includes ensuring
the safety of human operators and reducing the likelihood of accidental irradiation.
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Finally, the intended mission of the HPM system must be taken into account. If
the system is to be fully mobile, a conformal profile is essential. On the other hand,
systems that are merely intended to be transportable can feature more obvious profiles when in a fixed position. The intended mission profile also includes the target
susceptibility (i.e.: electromagnetic polarization), vulnerability to counter-measures,
the risk of capture, and cost of destruction.
Regardless of the decision process undertaken, some common engineering limitations are unavoidable. These include effective aperture area, side lobe level, breakdown threshold, and durability among others. The gain and effective aperture area
relationship covered in Chapter 2 of this thesis is an unavoidable limitation that
pre-determines the size of the antenna to be used. Therefore, the antenna must be
designed for a specific gain, wavelength, area, or a combination of these. The battle
against side lobe levels is results in a tradeoff between peak gain and beamwidth. For
sufficiently high average or peak power levels, the breakdown limit of the medium
both inside and outside of the guide is a problem that must be resolved. Designs
must be hardened against expected conditions. Especially susceptible areas include
the sources, unsupported parts of the feed network, and the antenna elements. A
radiative structure that performs well in prepared range tests will remain unproven
battlefield equipment until it is exposed to the shock and attrition of continuous field
operations.
An example of the process by which one can make use of the design tree in the
appendix is as follows. The process begins with the selection of the desired platform.
The chosen platform has a great effect on the remaining system specifications. The
next stage of the process selects the type of radiative structure based upon consideration of the ERP requirements. The wavelength, ERP, and microwave source directly
affect the ERP equation. The antenna pattern (including polarization), side lobe
level, and safety considerations are next in the selection. Finally, one must explore
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the feed and antenna options remaining to select the most suitable. The appropriate
feed structure should be selected so that it maximizes the power factor in the ERP
equation and most efficiently transfers power from source to antenna load. After
considering the criteria above, one also selects the best remaining antenna design.
In addition to the design tree, the appendix offers several variations of the shunt
and series slot arrays. In addition, a simulation is performed to test a back lobe
cancelation technique that could reduce the possibly harmful diffraction lobe behind
the array. Additional measures that can be taken include shielding and absorbing
boundaries in high-risk areas.

A Design Tree

1

B Back Lobe Reduction

3

C Additional Slotted Array Designs

7
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Appendix A
Design Tree

Platform:
The platform for the HPM system is the most restrictive element in the design process. This is because the intended carrier of the system has physical limitations that
affect the eventual radiative structure. The platform type is air-mobile, groundmobile, or ground stationary. These types are listed in order of decreasing restrictions. Indeed, the list is essentially defined by the operational speed of the platform.
This in turn relates the weight of the vehicle to the weight of the transported system. For example, the lightest systems will be fielded on airborne platforms while
the more cumbersome designs are intended for stationary ground applications.
Air-mobile HPM systems must be compact, conformal, and designed for radiating
near normal incidence. The type of airborne platform combined with the system’s
purpose may necessitate a specific beam pattern or beam agility. The fact that the
system must be compact and conformal greatly impacts the possible antenna designs.
Although normal incidence on a target is beneficial in some respects, the altitude of
an air platform increases the required ERP value due to the free-space loss factor[2].
These considerations make air platforms the most restrictive of the three.
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Ground-mobile systems are intended for use on moving vehicles. Such vehicles are
limited in their gross weight, physical dimensions, and available power supply. Such
vehicles must be able to operate on roadways and in cities, under bridges and around
sharp corners. Since they operate near ground level, vehicle-mounted antennas must
deal with ground clutter and grazing incidence effects. If possible, the radiative
structure is camoflaged to conceal the purpose and/or value of the vehicle. Groundmobile systems require very specific beam patterns to reduce exposure to friendly
assets. In addition, off-axis or squint beams are desirable so that the antenna can
be conformal. Based upon the ERP requirements, an available power supply must
be towed or attached, further limiting the volume of the radiative structure. The
limitations of ground-mobile platforms suggest that radiative structures must be
conformal to the vehicle structure and feature precise radiation patterns.
Stationary ground platforms are intended for use at fixed locations. Because
they need only to be transportable and not mobile, their power, appearance, and
design requirements are more easily met than the other platforms. These systems are
close to the ground and potentially operate in cluttered urban terrain. Their beam
patterns must be precise to eliminate accidental exposure. Moreover, the aperture
size is limited due to the Fraunhofer far-field distance[2]. With fixed positioning, it is
optional to combine the power supply, pulse forming, and microwave source with the
radiative structure. One can segment and maximize the various components allowing
for a more capable system.
Wavelength and ERP:
The next step of design involves the selection of wavelength and gain requirements.
The former is a prime consideration because the intended effects are often frequency
dependent. Thus, the desired wavelength and bandwidth of the antenna are userdefined specifications. The ERP is another quantity that is pre-ordained by the
required effect on target. Experimentally derived effects data is used to determine
target thresholds for damage and destruction. Based on this information, a system
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can attain the threshold by increasing either the power provided to the antenna or the
total antenna gain. Depending on the platform selection, the available power may be
limited. Moreover, short pulse operation may be required as opposed to long pulse or
continuous wave. The antenna gain can not increase without a proportional increase
in aperture area due to the antenna gain equation (See Equation 2.8). These tradeoffs are unavoidable but a range of solutions is possible if compromises are made in
the design.
Microwave Source:
The selection of the microwave source type is the next stage in the design process. It
follows the previous stage closely because the ERP and wavelength have considerable
impact on the source selection. For example, if higher average power is needed at
L-band frequencies, the economical option is multiple, phase locked tubes. Multiple
sources must be phase locked, which complicates the feed structure. Consequently,
the multiple sources may occupy more volume. Some microwave sources emit harmful
secondary radiation such as X-rays. In this case, proper shielding and isolation is
needed to reduce exposure. In these ways, the source technology directly affects the
total system size and the design of the radiative structure.
Antenna Pattern, Polarization, and Side Lobe Level:
A key consideration impacting antenna design is the desired gain pattern. Depending
on the application, appropriate patterns include fan-beams, spot beams, and multiple
beams. Fan-beam patterns are broad in only one plane while spot beams produce a
narrow footprint with constraints in both planes. The former are ideal for sweeping
a large swath of area while the latter are appropriate for precise aiming and coverage
downrange. Multiple beams are the result of constructive interference producing
several side lobes. Such antennas can radiate along specific azimuths. One must take
into account the intended mission of the system and ground and object scattering.
Besides beam shapes, an antenna’s beam agility is another consideration. Some
applications may require fast-moving beams in order to scan different azimuths.
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Beam steering is possible through frequency scanning or phase shifting the element
inputs. These measures increase the complexity of the source and/or the expense of
the system.
Along with the antenna pattern, the polarization of the downrange radiation is
critical to the system’s effectiveness. It is assumed that the polarization susceptibility of the target is well-known through effects testing or simulation. It remains
to the system designer to select an antenna that radiates properly. Slotted array
antennas that couple currents with identical polarity emit linearly polarized radiation. Series slots in the waveguide broadwall couple currents with two perpendicular
components, thereby radiating elliptically polarized radiation. The acceptable side
lobe level is an additional performance criteria. Reducing the side lobes can have
a deleterious effect on the main beam gain and beamwidth. This stage introduces
further trade-offs in the design that must be properly weighed against each other.
Safety Considerations:
A radiative structure design that meets the above criteria for an operational system
can fail if the risk to personnel is too high. Consequently, the protection of the
crew and friendly assets in close proximity is a priority. Some risk can be mitigated
through tactical doctrine. For example, a vehicle-borne system can be physically
segregated from the remaining vehicles. This is not always practical, however, and
may increase the susceptibility of the system to countermeasures. It is desirable to
include safety features in the design itself so that the system can be introduced to
the field without reducing operational tempo. Modifying the antenna pattern, side
lobe level, and/or reducing diffraction lobes may be necessary. Easy maintenance
and appliqué shielding are additional methods of increasing safety. System operators must know the hazard zones and be provided with kill switches to immediately
terminate radiation. Safety also includes the protection of equipment from harmful
electromagnetic interference. The dual protection of personnel and equipment are
essential design considerations.
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Selection of Feed Network and Antenna:
After careful consideration of the above criteria, one selects the final feed and antenna designs. It is possible that the design tree has produced a null set of solutions
to the problem. In this case, the designer is left with no choice but to re-assess the
system requirements. In some cases, the desired feed/antenna type is pre-determined
on account of over-riding system requirements. For example, the system designers
decide a horn-fed reflector antenna is the optimum radiative structure for a stationary, high gain spot-beam system. In spite of such initial assumptions, it is almost
always valuable to select alternate designs if only for comparison. Indeed, the initial
supposition may prove to be correct, nevertheless, a justification for the design is
made more thorough by means of this comprehensive comparison.
A pictoral representation of the design tree is on the following page.
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Figure A–1: Design Tree
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Back Lobe Reduction

In order to reduce the grating lobe that appears behind the array, several design
modifications are tested. This back lobe is the result of wrap-around currents on
the waveguide outer skin. By disrupting or cancelling these currents, the back lobe
can be reduced. It is important to note that energy is redirected in the process and
beamwidth and side lobe level could be adversely affected.

The first design modification for the 6x1 shunt slot array involves cutting the lip
baffles into jagged edges. These edges scatter the radiating energy at varying phases
and should promote cancellation in the back lobes. The cuts are made by subtracting
square blocks from the previously straight edge of the lip. The vertex of the square
is about one-half of the lip width or λ/8.
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Figure B–1: A look at the jagged edge lip baffle

Figure B–2: The φ plane gain plot shows the back lobe has been reduced to below
10dB. The main beam gain is slightly reduced.
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Figure B–3: 3-D gain plot

The next modification increases the size of the notches in the lips. The notch
vertex now extends almost to the waveguide wall:

Figure B–4: Large notched jagged edge design
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Figure B–5: The φ plane gain plot shows the back lobe is now above 10dB, the main
beam gain is slightly reduced; this modification is unsuccessful.

This lack of improvement may indicate that the surface currents travel longitudinally
around the waveguide structure rather than transversely. Further simulations can be
performed to test different baffle locations and techniques. One additional technique
is to place ferrite material on the array surface in between the slotted waveguides with
a high permeability or magnetic loss tangent material. This would serve to trap or
attentuate the surface currents causing the grating lobe radiation. For the purposes
of this study, the first notched baffle simulation demonstrates that a reduction can
be made in the grating lobe without adding additional surface area to the array
aperture.
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Additional Slotted Array Designs

This section presents a brief overview of additional simulations of antenna designs.
Most are variations of the designs covered in Chapter 4, others are examples that
yielded unexpected or unsuccessful results. Due to length considerations, only select
results are presented and only the center frequency (915MHz) is considered.
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6x1 Shunt Slot Mirror Symmetry Inward:

Figure C–1: This array is built the same way as the design presented in Chapter
4. However, the slots are offset in a mirrored configuration inwards. The inputs are
180◦ out of phase across the symmetry line.
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Figure C–2: This gain plot looks at the φ plane pattern at θ = 44◦ .

Figure C–3: This gain plot looks at the θ plane pattern at θ = 90◦ .
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Figure C–4: Radiation efficiencies vary from 93% to 97%.

In addition to the mirror symmetry inward, an outward symmetry was simulated.
This array featured all six waveguide slot offsets towards the centerline of the array.
The results yielded similar findings. The peak gain and gain plots show changes of
around 1dB. The radiation efficiency of the waveguides are slightly (2dB) greater in
the outward symmetry.
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6x1 Shunt Slot Mirrored Sub-arrays Inward:

Figure C–5: These sub-arrays are in mirrored pairs. Each sub-array pair have inputs
180◦ out of phase.
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Figure C–6: This gain plot looks at the φ plane pattern at θ = 44◦ .

Figure C–7: This gain plot looks at the θ plane pattern at θ = 90◦ .
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Figure C–8: Radiation efficiencies vary from 94% to 97%.
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8x1 Shunt Slot Array (same offsets):

Figure C–9: This array is the same design as that used in Chapter 4. Two additional
waveguides are added.
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Figure C–10: This gain plot looks at the φ plane pattern at θ = 45◦ .

Figure C–11: This gain plot looks at the θ plane pattern at θ = 90◦ .
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Figure C–12: Radiation efficiencies vary from 96% to 97%.

6x1 Series Slot Array Mirror Symmetry Inward:

Figure C–13: This series slot array is the corollary of the shunt slot mirror symmetry
inward. A phase shift of 180◦ is imposed at the inputs across the line of symmetry.
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Figure C–14: This gain plot looks at the θ plane pattern at θ = 45◦ .

Figure C–15: This gain plot looks at the φ plane pattern at φ = 90◦ .
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Figure C–16: Radiation efficiencies vary from 91% to 93%.

In addition, an outward central mirror symmetry was simulated resulting in similar maximum gain (within 1dB). The radiation efficiencies of the waveguides are
within the same range as the inward symmetry model.

Mirrored sub-array models with both inward and outward symmetries in the slot
offsets were simulated as well. The appropriate phasing of the inputs was included
in these simulations. These models performed poorly with only 22dB of maximum
gain. The side lobe level in the φ plane is -4dB. The efficiencies of these arrays is
within the same range as the central mirror symmetry arrays. One explanation for
the reduced performance is the increased external mutual coupling that might occur
in this particular configuration of inclined broadwall slots.
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Double Row of Shunt Slots:

Figure C–17: This model features a double row of shunt slots with a centerline mirror
symmetry. The slot widths used in this array is 1.7cm. Due to the overlapping of
the first pair of slots in the array, their width is reduced by 5mm.
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Figure C–18: The 3D gain plot shows that the pattern has a null directly above
the waveguide centerline due to the phase cancellation introduced by the mirrored
offsets. The radiation efficiency of this model is calculated to be 68%, well below the
intended efficiency of 85%.
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Alternating Series Slots:

Figure C–19: This model is the corollary to the simulation shown on the previous
page. Instead, series slots are used in an alternating configuration. The intent is for
85% radiation efficiency.
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Figure C–20: This 3D gain plot reveals that the alternating slots lead to a back lobe
about 62◦ from the desired main lobe direction of 42◦ above end-fire. Back-scattering
off of the slots is low since the S11 value is near -40dB. The radiation efficiency of
this model is calculated by HFSS to be about 74%. The backward grating lobe is a
result of the alternating inclinations.
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